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Executive Summary
We are entering a period of dynamic and fundamental change in the transportation and logistics industry.
The communication and collaborative aspects of the Internet are changing the way firms develop their
logistics strategies, processes and systems. Internet and digital technologies help facilitate information
sharing and logistics synchronization between trading partners and service providers. Companies that
embrace this paradigm and the opportunity it presents can minimize operating costs, achieve better supply
chain integration, and increase market power through customer-focused fulfillment.
Today’s digital technologies in the logistics industry are driven by a new generation of cloud-based
applications that seek to enable collaboration and optimization, leveraging a central logistics information
backbone to provide visibility across the logistics chain. These new enterprise and logistics applications
are sometimes integrated with core financial, transportation and warehouse management systems to
achieve improved efficiency and supply chain excellence. Companies successfully implementing this new
paradigm include Amazon, UPS, FedEx, and retailers such as Walmart, Target, and Costco. Through their
technology investment, utilization and sharing of real time data, they make efficient use of their many
physical assets to achieve timely delivery, profitability, and impressive customer satisfaction.
Turning to containerized agricultural export, however, we see a technology landscape with deeply
fragmented providers and logistics nodes (Figure 1). There are understandable reasons behind this
fragmentation. For example, Southern California (San Pedro Bay) alone consists of two major ports, three
major chassis providers, more than a dozen ocean carriers, 13+ terminals, two railroads, 4,400+ truckers,
and thousands of importers and exporters. Yet, each stakeholder has its own enterprise resource planning
system (ERP), transportation management system (TMS) and/or warehouse management system (WMS).
These systems are at best minimally connected to other logistics stakeholder systems, and these
participants are therefore unable to (technologically) talk to each other and share real-time data.
Figure 1: Visibility Data & Nodes
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Clearly, through the use of APIs (application programming interfaces) today’s off-the-shelf digital
technologies offer the potential for significant collaboration, data sharing and efficiency gains – e.g.,
ERPs, TMSs, WMSs, port enterprise systems and their community data portals, marine terminal operating
systems, railroad operating systems, and the plethora of IoT, GPS and RFID devices that can be installed
on chassis and containers.
However, the on-the-ground reality remains that:
•
•
•
•
•

Many agricultural export logistics providers operate on thin margins so it can be difficult for them to
make this investment.
Updating and adopting new digital technologies to replace legacy systems and implementing API
integration across all providers and logistics nodes can involve significant time and cost.
The adoption and effective utilization of new digital technologies also require investment in human
capital.
Many providers in this fragmented technology ecosystem remain fearful of losing control over their
proprietary data.
Transforming this ecosystem only adds true value and cargo visibility if all provider/stakeholder
“enterprise and operating systems” and logistics nodes are connected and integrated through the cloud
via APIs. Such an ecosystem will only be as strong as its weakest link, and can only efficiently
function if all of the providers in the logistics chain share real-time data and information.

In short, this report addresses the fragmentation and impact of digital technologies in the context of
containerized agricultural export. This includes a discussion on the continued existence of “legacy
technology systems” and the lack of API integration and sharing of real-time data among agricultural
export logistics providers. As examples, we specifically analyze that state of digital technologies as they
apply to chassis management and the utilization and execution of street turns (also referred to as
“matchbacks").
To help improve the technological efficacy and resiliency of this agricultural export ecosystem, we
propose five recommendations: (1) promote technology education training for agricultural exporters and
their logistics service providers and partners; (2) the agricultural community must actively engage and
incorporate “technology as infrastructure” into the current national supply chain discussion and debate;
(3) providers must monitor Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA) developments and where
appropriate incorporate those initiatives into their agricultural export business model; (4) consider pooling
technology resources (e.g., the creation of technology cooperatives); and (5) offer incentives that will help
providers and users upgrade and adopt new and collaborative cloud and API-focused logistics
technologies.
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1. Introduction
New data acquisition and information sharing technologies are expected to play a major role in enhancing
cargo velocity, visibility and traceability through such steps as improving the positioning and movement
of trucks, containers, chassis, rail cars, and other equipment critical to the movement of containerized
agricultural exports. Recent examples of several leading technologies include:
•
•
•

Marine terminal, trucker, and equipment reservation systems;
Smart (IoT) tracking devices installed on chassis and containers which gather spatial and
environmental data in real time; and
Online and API (applied programming interface) based sharing of information related to shipments,
logistics, and transportation conditions (e.g., traffic information, wait time at terminal gates, turn
times at the ports, container and chassis location) through early stage common portals and cloudbased data sharing platforms.1

These new technologies seek to increase efficiency by mitigating or removing various bottlenecks in the
intermodal transportation and logistics system. However, stakeholders in the containerized agricultural
export sector indicate that the lack of APIs and other information sharing systems at the ports, terminals,
on-the-road, rail terminals, and other critical cargo nodes adversely impact operational efficiency and
profitability (the problem is less severe for the refrigerated containers or reefers).2 While it is clear that
data is collected by BCOs (exporters of agricultural products), truckers/motor carriers, 3PLs, chassis
leasing companies, and ocean carriers, these stakeholders also indicate that their ability to effectively
access, use and leverage such collective data to improve system efficiency is lagging.3
Then there is the “non-proprietary data” that is also collected and critical to the smooth operation of the
agricultural transportation and logistics system. For example, this data includes the regulatory information
gathered by international organizations (I.M.O.), U.S. federal, state, and local governments (e.g., via
Electronic Logging Devices - ELDs), and U.S. Customs and Transportation Department information (e.g.,
data collected and reported under the Food Safety Modernization Act) – all of which are public data.
There is also the data collected by “quasi-public” entities, such as ports, terminals and railroads (e.g., the
data they gather and publish on dwell and turn times, congestion and port conditions, vessel arrival and
departure data, road and rail conditions).4
Thus, in the aggregate, the shipping and logistics ecosystem generates massive “big data" in real time, but
that data needs to be managed and leveraged in order to improve efficiency and create value. Numerous
data analytic firms (mostly startups) purport to enable various stakeholders to derive predictive
intelligence from their data by utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, expert systems,
1

APIs offer the ability to connect equipment with digital signals. The advantages of APIs include ease of implementation, ability
to efficiently exchange information at high speeds, and cost effectiveness. For an overview of other available technologies please
see the Journal of Commerce Technology Section.
2 For examples of logistics costs associated with inaccurate logistical data, see William B. Cassidy, ‘Broken’ maps add logistics
costs: survey, Journal of Commerce (February 11, 2020).
3 This is clearly not the case for the exporters of high valued refrigerated products, which rely on reefer containers. High profit
margins and strict food safety requirements have resulted in widespread adoption of digital technologies that offer flexibility,
improve efficiency, and enable optimal utilization of reefer containers and related logistics.
4 As noted in Container News, "Technology infrastructure also was a key theme of [Port of Los Angeles Director] Seroka’s
remarks as the Port works to accelerate digital transformation of the supply chain by creating a port community system to connect
critical cargo data points. The Port continues to be recognized as one of the nation’s leading digital “Smart Ports” with its Port
Optimizer™ online information portal continuing to gain ground. The system covers 95% of all the containerized cargo flowing
through the port. Nine of the 10 leading carriers are feeding data into the Port Optimizer, and Wabtec, the Port’s digital partner in
development of the Port Optimizer is now exploring end-to-end supply chain data integration with leading blockchain providers."
See LA Port moved near-record cargo last year, Container News (January 17, 2020).
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and publicly maintained ledger systems (e.g., Blockchain), in conjunction with cloud based digital
platforms – all with the goal of achieving efficiency and delivering added value.5
One benefit of integrated digital technologies is that they can lead to more competitive economic
outcomes by providing market transparency. For example, stakeholders can shop for equipment costs and
freight rates online. Carriers, shippers, and freight-forwarders can also submit and obtain quotes and book
capacity electronically, thereby reducing or eliminating overbooking and no-shows.
Better information sharing and visibility can also improve risk assessment and bring about better
"financial engineering," creating new tools that tie transportation and logistics data directly to the
financing of assets, and lowering financing costs for this capital intensive industry. More reliable data on
equipment utilization on marine chassis, for example, could lead to improved lease and financing options,
lower equipment insurance costs, lower maintenance and repair contract costs, all leading to higher return
on capital investments.
Reaching optimal efficiency in this ecosystem, however, requires that various stakeholders in the
containerized agricultural export value chain move from relying on “legacy technologies” to the adoption
of software-as-a-service (SaaS) and cloud-based logistics technologies. It also requires that they break
down internal and external barriers to sharing data with other parties, including their competitors. In
theory, sharing data, including potentially proprietary information, can lead to greater collaboration in
real-time decision making, leading to more optimal decisions and a virtuous circle in the form of a truly
data-driven supply chain. In practice, however, and as we show in this report, data sharing in the
agricultural export logistics industry is at best piecemeal and is in many cases lacking.

5

Major retailers such as Amazon, Walmart, Target and Costco, as well as delivery companies such as UPS and FedEx, are
global leaders in adopting digital technologies that improve logistical efficiency and enhance profitability. And as earlier noted,
within the containerized agricultural value chain, reefer fleet operators are the ones who report significant efficiency gains from
the adoption of digital technologies. See Raising the Bar for Reefer Monitoring, Transportation Topics (May 24, 2019).
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2. Study Scope and Methodology
This study addresses the fragmentation and impact of digital information technologies in the
containerized agricultural export space, and what is needed to mitigate this fragmentation and freightlogistics-technology disconnect. As illustrative case studies, we also analyze the status of digital
technologies as they apply to two areas of specific concern to agricultural exporters:
(1) Chassis management and utilization; and
(2) Possible efficiencies to be gained from using digital technologies to execute street turns (also referred
to as “matchbacks").
The methodology used to conduct this study was practical and investigative in nature:

•

We gathered the views of various stakeholders and economic agents – e.g., BCOs (defined herein as
exporters of agricultural products), 3PLs, truckers/motor carriers, port officials, marine terminal
staff, chassis providers, Harbor Trucking Association staff and members, technology startups and
entrepreneurs.

•

We studied reports and analyses produced by various governmental and regulatory agencies.

•

We utilized relevant information, reports, surveys or data supplied by various startups, vendors, and
other industry stakeholders.

•

We spoke with key technology vendors and viewed product demos. We also spoke to end-users and
elicited their informal feedback on some of these products.

•

We participated in a variety of industry sponsored events. This included Agricultural Transportation
Coalition (AgTC) events, Harbor Trucking Association webinars, FreightWaves-American Shipper
webinars, Journal of Commerce-LogTech webinars, and other similar events and opportunities.

•

Lastly, we engaged researchers and journalists studying these issues, and conducted our own due
diligence and technology searches utilizing industry and practitioner outlets.
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3. How Enterprise Resource Planning, Transportation Management, and Warehouse
Management Systems Connect (or Don’t) Within Agricultural Export
ERPs, TMSs and WMSs each play and important role in the agricultural export logistics chain. APIs
(application programming interface) and EDIs (electronic data interchange) integration between these
enterprise systems is what enables the sharing of certain data and standard documents that are necessary
for efficiently getting the right export commodity to the right service provider or customer at the right
time. Figure 2 shows how in theory, in the case of agricultural export, these three enterprise systems
should be connected and communicating with each other.
For example, in the case of TMSs, data from the chassis providers, ports, terminals, ocean carriers,
railroads, and government inspection enterprise systems are needed for the export to proceed smoothly
from start to finish. In the case of WMSs, it may not be enough for the exporter to only be connected to its
on-site processing facility or warehouse. If the ERD (early return date) is changed by the ocean carrier
while the exporter’s trucker is en route to the port, the trucker will likely need access to a third-party
warehouse or storage yard located near the port to drop off the container until it can be loaded onto the
vessel. And in the case of exporters of agricultural products (BCOs), while their internal ERPs may do an
acceptable job handling internal accounting, invoicing and order management issues, they also need to be
connected to and communicate with the external ERPs of the banks and insurance companies who finance
and insure the export transaction.
Figure 2: Agricultural Export Logistics - The Enterprise Ecosystem
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A. Functions of ERP, WMS and TMS Systems
ERPs: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are a suite of software modules that integrate back to
the financial side of the business, because most every business, regardless of whether it is in agriculture,
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, consumer goods or other, must track and report its financials to other
stakeholders and the taxing authorities. ERPs therefore commonly focus on handling a firm’s (internal)
accounting, invoicing, order management, inventory management, payroll, and for some firms, logistics.
And then based on the kind of industry the firm operates in, it selects the modules that best support its
business model. If the firm is an agricultural grower or agricultural focused logistics company, it will
select different modules than an automobile manufacturer. All of this emanates from an earlier system and
time period. ERP was first coined as a phrase in the mid-1990s. It comes from the material requirements
planning (MRP) and MRP2 systems that were created starting in the early 1960s. Software was developed
in the ’70s and ’80s and then a growth explosion took place in that industry in the ’80s and ’90s. Today,
most every company has some type of an ERP system.

WMSs: Warehouse Management Systems (WMSs) are available as standalone software or as modules
within an ERP (Figure 3). Regarding agricultural exports, WMSs help BCOs and logistics providers
manage the arrival, storage, loading and departure of their containers (and chassis) at a storage or
warehouse facility at its own processing center. But again, in some instances the logistics provider learns,
while the container is in transit from the processing facility to the port, that the ocean carrier moving the
export container to the foreign port will arrive late or has canceled its arrival (blank sailing). The provider
may then be forced to store the container at a near-the-port storage facility to avoid costly detention
charges at the terminal, until the loading of that container onto the vessel can occur. This is why the
BCO’s own digital technology systems need to be able to “talk to” and connect with the WMS of the
near-the-port warehouse or storage facility.
Figure 3: Warehouse Management Vendors

WMS Vendors – Ten Examples
(Links embedded in logos)
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TMS: A Transportation Management System (TMS) is a specialized software for planning, executing and
optimizing the shipment of goods (Figure 4). BCOs, 3PLs and truckers/motor carriers are the main users
of TMSs. TMSs primarily perform the task of finding and comparing the rates (prices) and services of
carriers available to haul a customer's order, booking the shipment, and then tracking its movement to
delivery.
Figure 4: Traditional Functions of a Standard Transportation Management System

ERPs output the order information the TMS needs to prepare and execute shipments. Besides the basics
such as customer name and address, the data stream from ERPs also includes information to ensure that
the right commodities are shipped at the right time. The TMS returns the shipment details that the ERP
needs for its accounting and order management functions, such as the tracking number, carrier name and
costs. The shipment information generated by a TMS may also go to a customer relationship management
(CRM) module so the sales and customer service departments can update customers on order status.
Similar to a WMS, TMSs are available as standalone software or as modules within an ERP. The TMS
market itself is deeply fragmented. There are some 1,000 odd TMSs in the North American market alone,
and the number of carriers in a TMS can run in the thousands.
TMSs started as on-premises systems but more recently are deployed in the cloud, either hosted or as
software-as-a-service (SaaS). Software that runs in the cloud has the advantage of easing connectivity
between TMS (and WMS) users, carriers, customers and logistics partners, and also lends itself to more
mobile and API focused networks (discussed below).
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Again, and as Figure 4 above illustrates, ideally the BCO, 3PL or trucking carrier’s TMS is API (or at a
minimum EDI) connected to the enterprise systems of other service providers such as chassis providers,
ports, terminals, railroads, and ocean carriers. However, with the exception of several TMS providers who
recently integrated with several marine terminals at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach (discussed
in Section 7. below), API integration at a significant level has yet to occur.
Finally, most of the recent growth in the TMS market comes from cloud offerings that companies are
buying to replace their on-premises, legacy TMS systems (Table 1), a trend that is likely to continue in
the future. Though many providers prefer to run their TMS in the cloud because of the connectivity
advantages and potential savings in IT labor and infrastructure, on-premises deployment is still preferred
by some large BCOs, trucking carriers and 3PLs that have stringent security requirements and want dayto-day control of their TMS software and proprietary information.
Table 1: Examples of TMSs Used by Agricultural Export Logistics Providers (partial list)

Vendor

Comments
Trinium has done some API opening/integration. It also has a mobile app for truck drivers, MC3. The app
performs geofencing (automated dispatch event update, enabling more timely and accurate data for
dispatchers and customers); electronic Proof of Delivery (POD) captures documents via camera (reduces
admin costs and gets invoices out faster); GPS tracking for improved visibility and asset utilization; and
intermodal dispatch workflow (pre-integrated with the TMS).
In 2019 Compcare emerged as the first TMS to integrate with the Long Beach Container Terminal’s APIs.
The importance of this is that it replaced the need for dispatchers to manually key orders into terminal
websites and enabled Compcare and LBCT’s enterprise systems to “talk” to one another as trucks entered
the port to pick up waiting containers. Since then, Compcare has expanded API integration into additional
Southern California terminals: TracPac, TTI, WBCT, Yusen/YTI and ITS terminals. 1

1

TMS provider Envase recently acquired Profit Tools, GTG and Compcare. In 2020, it also acquired SecurSpace (a leading online
marketplace that connects companies looking for storage to those with excess capacity). It appears that its strategy is to, through acquisition,
create a single, massive state-of-the-art TMS company (the “Tesla” of TMS companies) – and one that relies heavily on OCR (optical
character recognition) to efficiently scan and store information from the large number of documents and forms truckers deal with on a daily
basis. Heavy API use and integration will be a part of this new, larger TMS company. See Chris Gillis, Envase Technologies multiplies
intermodal TMS by three, American Shipper (June 7, 2020).
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4. Dispersion (Fragmentation) of Enterprise Technologies and Systems
Everyone talks data, data, data, but in a field as fragmented as logistics, the
underlying issue is data access and accuracy. And if the ‘plumbing’ infrastructure
is bad (or non-existent), the data itself is effectively worthless.
- Executive Vice President at an AI & Machine Learning Logistics Startup

The digital technology landscape across the logistics industry, including agricultural logistics, is heavily
dispersed (fragmented). Users are not monolithic, they are at different stages of their technology adoption,
sophistication and maturation. Some use the newest digital technology ERP, WMS or TMS, others are not
even close.
Looking at the 40-year history of the development of the technologies that run these systems (Figure 5),
we can better understand the extent of this fragmentation and some of its causes.
As Figure 5 illustrates, prior to the 1980s, logistics “technology” was driven by telephone, paper, fax, and
mail. In the early 1980s, rudimentary personal computers arrived to help carry some of that workload.
The ‘80s and early ‘90s then saw the arrival and domination of the client server model (on-premises
enterprise systems). In the mid-1990s application service provider (ASP) enterprise systems arrived
(ASPs are businesses that provide computer-based services to customers over a network).
Figure 5: The Evolution of Agricultural Export Logistics Fragmentation

Source: The Gap Between Logistics and Technology - April 28, 2021 Journal of Commerce webinar; Michael Johnson
speaker (modified).

Fast forward to the mid-2000s, where in Figure 5 we observe the arrival of cloud-based technology. With
cloud-based technology, data is centrally stored so companies can access relevant information simply by
having an internet connection. This data can be accessed on all sorts of devices including laptops,
desktops and smart phones and tablets. Data can also be easily connected from different sources, which
can be used to gain further insights. Using the cloud, data can be transmitted simply and quickly. As soon
as the data is entered and synchronized it can be transferred and accessed immediately by all relevant
parties.
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Cloud-based technology continued to evolve so that by roughly 2010 lower development costs resulted in
the proliferation of new “lightweight technology solutions” (SaaS 2.0) meant to solve specific supply
chain problems. (Lightweight software, also called lightweight program and lightweight applicationssolutions, is a computer program that is designed to have a small memory footprint (RAM usage) and low
CPU usage, and overall a low usage of system resources.)
Over the past decade (~2010 forward), Figure 5 further shows that the logistics industry has seen an
explosion of new technologies and investment, to the point where some argue that the number of
technology solutions is starting to become a part of the problem, because it further exacerbates technology
dispersion and fragmentation.6
What is the Significance of this Technology Ecosystem Evolution?
Agricultural export logistics providers purchased (or in some cases internally built) their ERPs, TMSs and
WMSs at different points in time. This means a number of them are using different underlying
technologies, thereby resulting in “legacy systems” that are not API or EDI friendly. I.e., their enterprise
systems do a poor job, or no job, of communicating with each other and sharing data.
During the next decade the “million-dollar question” in agricultural export logistics will not be so much
whether these disparate enterprise systems will upgrade and become more API or EDI connected, but
how they connect and at what pace. Broadly speaking, logistics innovation is heavily driven by the
demands of the end-customer and the pressures faced by those customers. For example, high fashion
apparel and athletic shoes entail fast product cycles and provide retailers (the logistics end-customer) with
high margins. Those logistics chains are built and resourced to better address supply chain disruptions.
BCOs and their logistics providers selling or moving BBQ tools or propane tanks, on the other hand,
operate under very different logistics conditions and resources (i.e., low margins).
In general, the low margin logistics chains of many agricultural exporters (certainly small and mediumsized ones who move their cargo via dry containers) more closely resemble the BBQ tool and propane
tank example than the high fashion apparel and athletic shoe example. And as much as we would like to
think that the latest “once in a lifetime” event will herald industry wide changes in logistics - e.g., labor
strikes, tariffs, COVID-19, the subsequent skyrocketing consumer product demand the pandemic brought
about - the fact remains that decades of legacy systems and software infrastructure still need to be
dismantled. This dismantling will likely occur but again, it will take time and is unlikely to occur at an
even pace across users and industries. Regardless of how this transformation occurs and the pace, it is the
eventual harmonization of technology and data that will allow agricultural BCOs to unlock real value for
their business.

6

See Adam Robinson, When logistics technology hurts more than it helps, Journal of Commerce (May 28, 2020).
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5. Visibility Data and the Enablers Who Provide That
Data
Figure 1 represents the stakeholders who create and have the ability to supply important data to the
agricultural export logistics ecosystem. Below we briefly discuss each visibility provider (enabler) and
some of the enterprise systems they may use.
Figure 1: Visibility Data & Nodes

A. BCOs and Shippers
Many large agricultural BCOs and shippers appear to have purchased commercially developed ERP,
TMS, and in some cases WMS software and platforms. Small and medium-sized BCO and shippers, on
the other hand, seem to follow one of the following two technology paths:

•
•

They purchased (local, on-premises server) ERP, TMS and/or WMS software long ago. It is now
dated and a “legacy system” that presents significant cost and time challenges for API integration
with other enterprise systems; or
They previously built (“cobbled together”) their own enterprise system, but it is not capable of
meaningful API integration (or even EDI integration) with other systems. As an example, one BCO
shared that its system started off as an inventory system for prisoners, where each “cell” in the system
is no longer used for prisoners, but now represents separate export transactions.

Again, the drawback of legacy and BIY (build-it-yourself) systems is the lack of integration capability
(API or EDI) with other data sources and providers. This in turn often results in the supplemental reliance
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on “even older-school” technologies (email, fax, overnight delivery, Excel spreadsheets) to “get the job
done” in completing basic shipment, transportation and logistics tasks. While a BCO’s legacy or BIY
system may be adequate to process small orders and transactions (one or two containers), they do not
work well at scale - where 20 or 30 containers need to be managed and shipped on different dates to
multiple locations.
With respect to what is holding BCOs and shippers back from upgrading and replacing these legacy and
BIY systems, the following constraints were shared (paraphrased):

•
•
•

Cost, time, and lack of resources (“we are a low margin business and we run a tight ship”)
Proprietary (“we are protective of our client relationships and identities, and we need to be careful
about who we share our information with”)
Organizational culture (“it’s one thing to purchase a new system, it’s another to have time to train
everybody on it, have them actually use it, and do so in a way that in turn does not create additional
inefficiencies for our staff”)

B. 3PLs, Freight Forwarders and Trucking Companies
Each of these stakeholders have and utilize some form of an ERP and TMS. Again, depending on the size,
history, culture and sophistication of the stakeholder, their enterprise system purchases may have
occurred long ago from a commercial vendor (now a legacy system) or a BIY build. For example, 95%+
of all trucking companies have less than 20 drivers7 and such trucking firms understandably lack
sufficient IT systems that allow for cloud-based API integration. Further, while some of the legacy
systems of these stakeholders may be fully or partially operated in the cloud and are capable of seamless
updates and API integration with other systems, others are still housed and operated on local, on-premises
servers.

C. Ports and Terminals
Ports and terminals use a variety of technologies and systems to handle their various businesses and
facility operations. Perhaps the most significant way they share their visibility data is through community
data portals, discussed below.
Port Community Data Portals: The Port of Los Angeles offers its Wabtec-Port Optimizer, Signal, and
Return Signal to terminals, BCOs, 3PLs, freight forwarders, truckers, chassis providers, railroads, and
ocean carriers (Figure 6). The product’s current focus is on port-wide visibility, not “end-to-end system
wide visibility” - meaning, its focus is only on what is happening at the port, not the extended logistics
chain starting from the BCO’s inland processing/loading facility, to the port and into the terminal, onto
the vessel, and then on to the foreign port, and vice versa.
To date, the Port of LA has invested over $16 million in this project. All seven of the port’s container
terminals are users. In terms of its business model, Wabtec’s “customer-client” is the port (payingsubscription based). The “users” (for free) of the portal are the other listed visibility enablers in Figure 1
above. The Optimizer’s foundation rests on data sourced from data connects with nine of the top ten
global shipping lines and participating marine terminals. Additionally, the Optimizer contains data from
other selected third-party providers, such as U.S. Customs and Border Protection, the Marine Exchange of
Southern California, GeoStamp (trucker turn time data), and others.
7

See Paul Avery, Maersk addresses detention & demurrage, World Cargo News (April 22, 2010) and American Trucking
Associations Economics and Industry Data (2021).
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Figure 6: Wabtec-Port Optimizer (Signal and Return Signal) Data Portal

Terminal Data Portals: Three of the international marine container terminals (SSA Marine, Everport,
TraPac) at the Port of Oakland use Advent eModal’s (white-label) portal, as do several terminals at the
Port of Long Beach. As with the Optimizer, this product focuses on port-wide visibility, not system-wide
visibility. Advent eModal is partially owned by SSA (one of the world’s largest terminal operators). We
note this fact because some terminal operators are concerned with adopting competitor products, which in
turn impacts the degree of data sharing and dissemination. Despite this concern, eModal has been able to
gain acceptance at other U.S. ports and their terminals (Figure 7). This success may be in part driven by
the various ocean carrier alliances that exist. The eModal business model differs from the WabtecOptimizer in that its “clients/subscribing customers” are the terminals (not the ports) and the non-paying
“users” of the platform are the BCOs, 3PLs, truckers, chassis providers, railroads, and ocean carriers.
Figure 7: Advent eModal Data Portal

Examples of Stakeholder Utilization of Port and Terminal Data Portals: BCOs shared that they use
these portals to help gain visibility on whether the vessels are arriving on time, the balance of the number
of import and export vessels coming/going, container early return dates (ERD), and the payment of fees
(particularly with eModal). Truckers also reported that the Optimizer helps provide them with information
about where to return empty containers. The eModal portal in Oakland also helps them pay demurrage
fees for some containers at the SSA Terminal. Intermodal equipment chassis providers (IEPs) reported
that portals can provide rough chassis data regarding the number of chassis needed the next day at various
terminals, which in turn helps them manage nightly chassis re-balancing issues between the terminals.
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Criticisms of Port and Terminal Data Portals: Agricultural export logistics provider criticism includes
concerns with sharing proprietary information with the portal and hence other portal users, these portals
can only be as strong as their weakest data sharing link, portal data can be stale or incomplete, and portal
outages can occur. Both the Optimizer and eModal are also viewed as geared heavily toward importers
versus exporters. As an example, during the 2021 port congestion surge at the Ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach, truckers noted these portals can be helpful when pulling an import container out of the port
(assuming the right chassis is available and a warehouse with available space exists to deliver it to) but
these portals are not helpful in providing timely and accurate information for dropping off an empty or
loaded export container. Further, several stakeholders described the actual data sharing and collaboration
aspect of these portals as “less than 1/3 built out” in terms of where they need to be; meaning, the amount
of data provided needs to be more robust and accurate. Finally, the artificial intelligence (AI) and
predictive analytics claims attached to these portals (“with the large amounts of data generated the portal
will be able to accurately forecast vessel arrival times, container and chassis availability, location, pick-up
and drop-off …”) remain more aspirational than actual working solutions. In short, more time and
collaboration appear to be needed for these community portal systems to grow, develop and mature.

D. Near-Port Warehouses and Storage Facilities (With Their ERPs and WMSs)
In the case of agricultural exports, “warehouses” normally mean the processing facility or near-to-thefield cooperative warehouse used before the commodity is trucked to the port. But it can also include
container storage yards or warehouses located near the port. This is because when the terminal is
congested or the chosen ocean carrier hauling the export container to the foreign customer arrives late or
cancels its arrival (blank sailing), the shipper may need to store its container at a nearby storage yard or
warehouse facility (versus the more expensive on-terminal storage space) until the loading of that
container onto the vessel can occur. If the trucking company doesn’t own or lease its own storage yard or
warehouse near the port, it may have to utilize one of the below resources (Table 2). Some BCOs and
shippers informally shared that they are considering buying or leasing their own warehouses near the port,
should congestion at the Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach and Oakland remain a problem.
Table 2: Near-Port Warehouses and Storage Facilities (Ports of LA, LB, Oakland)

Name

Website
https://sto.tidework.com

Description
Shippers Transport Express is a 60-acre storage and transportation yard located in/near the
San Pedro Port Complex.

http://www.shipperstransport.com
https://piera.tideworks.com

https://www.tollgroup.com/freight

Toll is a Port of LA owned 85-acre container yard and 600,000-square-foot warehouse
located near the port in Wilmington. The site covers trucking and transload operations for
approximately 9.5 million containers annually. Toll Global took this yard over after Cal
Cartage lost its 50-year lease in 2019.

https://secur.space

SecurSpace provides parking and storage for commercial vehicles, overnight truck
parking, trailer and container drop yards, and other needs. Locations available in Oakland,
and Compton and Carson for the Ports of LA/LB. In 2020 SecurSpace was acquired by
Envase Technologies as part of its strategy to build a single, state-of-the-art TMS.

https://secur.space/how-it-works

http://www.fleetservicesparking.com
http://www.fleetservicesparking.com/pricin
g.html
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E. Chassis Provider ERPs
Table 3 identifies the three main chassis providers and their ERPs. Chassis providers and the ocean
carriers they work with share data. For example, carriers provide updates to chassis providers on vessel
arrivals and container discharge from the vessel; chassis providers in turn use this data to project
equipment needs and availability. Data sharing also occurs between the chassis providers and marine
terminals. However, with respect to the data that chassis providers in turn push out to BCOs, shippers,
3PLs and truckers, that appears to mainly be limited to chassis availability (including broken chassis) and
location (pick up and return). The sharing of this data also appears to occur mainly through EDI
integration and website scraping from chassis company websites, marine terminal websites and in
Southern California the Pool of Pools website. What agricultural export stakeholders communicate is
missing, particularly truckers, is the lack of an API integrated ability to reserve the chassis at the same
time truckers make their appointments to pick up the container at the terminal, and to also have the
availability of that chassis be guaranteed (dedicated).8
Table 3: Chassis Provider ERPs

F. U.S. Customs & Border Protection and USDA/State Inspection Enterprise
Systems
Both U.S. Customs & Border Protection (CBP) 9 and USDA (e.g., Food Safety and Inspection Service)10
utilize SAP for their ERP. However, it does not appear that either agency’s ERP is API or EDI connected
to the other stakeholder enterprise systems discussed in this report. With respect to CBP’s Automated
Commercial Environment (ACE) system and Automated Manifest System (AMS), through which the
trade community reports imports and exports and the government determines such things as cargo
admissibility, we were surprised to learn of a gap in communication and lack of data sharing
between CBP and the ports. Specifically, all vessels seeking clearance to enter U.S. ports must file
their manifests with CBP’s AMS 24 hours before the vessel departs from the port of loading. This
means if CBP took that data and alerted the ports, the ports would be receiving notice several
weeks in advance. This system was established after 9/11 as a security measure to protect U.S.
8

We revisit this idea and feedback in section 8. B., and also 10. B. of the Recommendations section below.
See Patrick Thibodeau, United Nations looks to SAP for ERP system, Computerworld (January 16, 2009) and SAP is the first
enterprise software vendor to receive U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s ACE certification (January 11, 2016).
10 USDA Agency Financial Report (2020) at page 80.
9
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borders. While this lack of communication has not been previously a problem, the difference now is
that maritime agents – parties who are responsible for arranging berth and required port and dray
services – are now put in a position where they notify the ports just hours before the vessel’s
arrival, not weeks in advance, essentially forcing the hand of the ports to take them in when they
can. And once these vessels arrive, their wait to unload can be significant. VesselFinder and
MarineTraffic show that such unscheduled vessels can be anchored and waiting for an unloading
berth for weeks, possibly more than a month. The reason for the need for CBP to share and “push
out” its manifest data is simple: doing so could help reduce port congestion.11

G. Ocean Carriers
Ocean carriers have sophisticated ERPs that obviously share data with the ports and terminals they visit
(and the chassis providers they work with). For example, departure and arrival data, container cut-off
dates, early return dates (ERDs), and detention and demurrage information. Some of this data is, in
theory, EDI shared with terminal and ports for posting on the Port Optimizer and eModal portals, for the
benefit of their users at the Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach and Oakland. However, stakeholders (and
sometimes the terminals and ports themselves) complain that when such data is shared by the ocean
carriers and then disseminated through the system it is often stale, incomplete, or inaccurate.
Interestingly, as part of its continued strategy to vertically integrate, control and hence profit from the
entire supply chain, Maersk recently acquired inland logistics and forwarding support.12 By gaining endto-end control of the supply chain and its equipment assets, data and information, ocean carriers are in
theory able to cut out the middlemen (3PLs and freight forwarders in particular), better integrate supply
chain technology nodes, and thereby provide a range of add-on and real-time visibility services to BCOs
and shippers. However, while the large agricultural exporters may be aware of this development and are
able to use it to their advantage, from our research it appears that small and medium-sized agricultural
exporters are unaware of this shift and have no current plans to take advantage of the potential
opportunities it may present.

H. Railroads
We were unable to identify the ERPs utilized by major railroad companies connecting to the Ports of LA,
Long Beach and Oakland. However, whatever their ERP systems may be, based on our discussions with
various logistics stakeholders, it appears that railroads are surprisingly not API or EDI connected to the
ocean carriers. Currently, there is data sharing between the ocean carriers and the marine terminal
operators, but not necessarily for the benefit of the railroads. This suggests there is an opportunity for
more data to be exchanged between vessel operators and the railroads, most likely through marine
terminal operating systems (TOSs), which already need to “understand” what is being offloaded from the
vessel and what is being loaded onto trains. TOS connectivity between ocean carriers and railroads could
provide the common interface for all landside transport modes. Key information usually flows with the
containers. For example, for containers arriving on a vessel, terminals will receive container information
(weight, custom, hazardous, etc.) from the ocean carrier and as the boxes are loaded and departed on a
train, the container detail is shared from the terminal to the railroad. From a planning and data visibility

11

See also Lori Ann LaRocco, Ports suffering from communications gap with US Customs, FreightWaves (November 8, 2021).
See Eric Johnson, Maersk’s integrator push threatens forwarders differently, Journal of Commerce (November 2, 2020), Eric
Johnson, Maersk’s 4PL play could further rile forwarder partners, Journal of Commerce (April 9, 2021) and Greg Knowler,
Maersk signals next logistics acquisition will be billion dollar deal, Journal of Commerce (May 11, 2021).
12
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perspective, container-oriented information should be made available to the railroad as early in the
process as possible.

I. Gap Filling Specialty Apps, Software and Websites
It is clear from our research that significant data sharing gaps exist due to the existence of legacy systems,
lack of API integration, and/or missing or incomplete EDI integration. These gaps impact the ability of
agricultural exporters to move their export containers. Appendix A to this report provides an inventory of
several specialty applications, software, websites and other solutions various exporters use to supplement
their technology toolboxes. As one example, Figure 8 highlights a startup that recently emerged from YCombinator (YC is a premier start-up incubator based in Silicon Valley). As of the date of this report
BlueCargo is focused just on the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. Its website claims it dispatches
29% of LA/LB freight. Several truckers and drayage firms noted their reliance on this subscription-based
startup to help them determine where to return empty containers, schedule terminal appointments, and
archive terminal screen shots so they can later access the proof they need to dispute detention fees. Figure
9 highlights another specialty application truckers find helpful – the use of VesselFinder.com (or its
competitor, MarineTraffic.com) to gauge ocean carrier arrival, vessels drifting or anchored outside of
port, and vessel congestion.
Figure 8: BlueCargo.io

Figure 9: VesselFinder.com

Again, such technology gap fillers are both a blessing and curse. While they provide more data and in
doing so help mitigate certain logistics pain points, they also further add to the fragmentation described
above. The more we increase the number of software solutions used to address a logistics problem, the
more we need API integration to achieve system collaboration and visibility.
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6. Mitigating the Freight-Logistics-Technology Fragmentation and Disconnect
Can this freight-logistics-technology fragmentation and disconnect be mitigated? If so, how?
Figure 10 identifies how a fragmented technology ecosystem, such as the one we describe above, evolves
to achieve greater data connectivity and collaboration. The below model envisions a “single platform”
that brings digital technologies and enterprise software systems together. If adopted across all agricultural
logistics nodes, this would allow technology teams from all sides to reorient their integration strategies so
that the system as a whole works faster and at a lower cost. Technology startups such as Splyc, Chain.io,
Youredi, Redwood, Project 44, Four Kites and Descartes MacroPoint are beginning to partner with BCO
and shipper enterprise system providers (on the left) and 3PLs, freight forwarders, trucking companies,
and ocean carriers (on the right), in order to connect them in a way that supports the broader ecosystem.
The strategy of several of these startups has been to build their platforms by attracting shippers and
customers, and then pulling in those shipper and customer networks or carriers. In so doing, they are
trying to build the holy-grail “single platform” or a “single logistics button” for shippers to use.
However, to complete this model as it applies to agricultural export logistics - then ports, marine
terminals, banks, chassis providers, insurance companies, railroads, government agencies and their
enterprise systems (as well as some of the specialty applications identified in Appendix A) also need to be
included and connected with agricultural BCOs and shippers.
Will this model continue to be built out and evolve in a way that fully includes and addresses the needs of
agricultural export logistics providers? Only time will tell. In the meantime, it’s important for agricultural
exporters to understand, monitor and where possible participate in this evolution.
Figure 10: Technology Ecosystem Integration and Connection
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7. APIs and API Integration – Takeaways for Agricultural Exporters
It is important to understand what APIs (application programming interfaces) are and what they enable
agricultural export logistics providers to do. APIs simply allow software from different enterprise systems
to communicate in real time, and in a less rigid fashion than EDIs (electronic data interchanges). EDIs
remain the most common logistics system-to-system standard. Think of API's as a mechanism for the
improved exchange of information in the broader technology environment. While EDIs offer a universally
standard experience, APIs can be designed to support each agricultural export user’s needs.
In terms of EDI reliance and usage, one recent survey of 120 freight forwarder across 50 countries noted
that 85 percent of supply chain transmissions still rely on EDI format.13 And as Figure 11 illustrates, the
transportation and logistics industry overall has been slow to take advantage of APIs. 14
Figure 11: The Use of APIs

Source: The Future of APIs: How APIs Are Changing Transportation and Procurement Strategies, FreightWavesRedwood Webinar (May 13, 2021).

Reasons for slow (or no) API adoption, particularly among agricultural export logistics providers, include
(paraphrased):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13
14

Lack of training and education re: the value of APIs (see 40% statistic above)
Security and proprietary concerns (“who can access our data?”)
Privacy concerns (“no way we will broadcast or signal who our customers are”)
Cost (“our margins are already tight so how can we begin to do this?”)
Lack of understanding in how to analyze, interpret or use the large volumes of data that APIs can
generate and highlight (“we are already swimming in data”)
API integration requires resources and energy to convert or delete established EDI connections or
migrate away from the use of even older technologies (“so much to do, so little time”)
Lack of interest or the belief that older technologies such as email, fax, personal computer or work
desktop, telephone and mobile phone are “good enough”
Ability of staff to keep up with changes in technology (“our people are already burned out”)
Lack of compatibility between the stakeholder’s legacy system and today’s SaaS 2.0 digital
technologies. (As previously mentioned, 95%+ of all trucking companies have less than 20 drivers
and often times therefore lack sufficient IT systems that allow for cloud-based API integration.)

See Eric Johnson, Data culture drags down forwarding API usage: survey, Journal of Commerce (November 9, 2021).
See also Eric Johnson, Is logistics finally read for APIs? Journal of Commerce (March 12, 2019).
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•

Relatedly, today’s startups in the logistics space tend to be far ahead of their customers. What we
mean by this is that they are built on SaaS 2.0 cloud-based technologies, as opposed to the “old”
server-on-the-premise legacy model and system. These startups are also venture capital funded with
immense investor pressure to scale. Scale means building a product that is good enough for
everybody, but not perfect for somebody. This in turn means that their incentives are focused on
selling customers their software pretty much as-is, not to work with each agricultural customer to try
and integrate the customer’s legacy system and data into a newer cloud-based system and product.

Starting in roughly 2015, BCOs and their logistics providers started to realize they were reliant on one
another and needed to be able to see each other’s data. For agricultural exporters, at a minimum they
should be able to see data on a single platform (not have to check, screen shot or scrape multiple
websites) about their own cargo, including what and where containers and chassis are available, as well as
available terminal container pick-up and drop-off locations and appointments. And if agricultural
exporters wish to reap the benefits of machine learning and artificial-predictive intelligence, which can
only operate and learn from large amounts of data, then they have no choice but to pursue a strategy of
API integration with their service providers and logistics partners. As Figure 10 above makes clear, that
ecosystem only efficiently works if stakeholders in the logistics chain are digitally connected through
APIs and they then actually share the data needed to implement real and smart process automation.
In terms of where to start, one logical place would seem to be establishing API connections between
trucker TMSs and the ERPs used by the BCOs, shippers, ports, terminals, railroads, chassis providers, and
ocean carriers they work with. On this note it appears that some TMSs (e.g., Compcare, Trinium) used by
drayage companies at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach have built direct API connections with
roughly a quarter, perhaps more, of the marine terminals at the Ports of LA and Long Beach. Several
other terminals are in the pilot stage. But that’s it. Thus, while this is not an example of massive traction
and adoption between data providers and visibility enablers, it’s a start. Perhaps these firms are the early
adopters that other firms will learn from.
Why is it critical to the success of agricultural exporters that enterprise systems communicate with each
other through APIs? Consider Amazon. In 2002, Jeff Bezos allegedly issued an internal memo known as
the “API Mandate”. This memo completely transformed Amazon as a business and laid the foundation for
its success. The memo is reported to have read:
1. All teams will henceforth expose their data and functionality through service interfaces.
2. Teams must communicate with each other through these interfaces.
3. There will be no other form of interprocess communication allowed: no direct linking, no direct
reads of another team’s data store, no shared-memory model, no back-doors whatsoever. The only
communication allowed is via service interface calls over the network.
4. It doesn’t matter what technology they use. HTTP, Corba, Pubsub, custom protocols — doesn’t
matter.
5. All service interfaces, without exception, must be designed from the ground up to be externalizable.
That is to say, the team must plan and design to be able to expose the interface to developers in the
outside world. No exceptions.
6. Anyone who doesn’t do this will be fired.
7. Thank you; have a nice day!15

See Chris Liang, The Memo (June 21, 2021) and Nordic APIs, The Bezos API Mandate: Amazon’s Manifesto for
Externalization (January 19, 2021).
15
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Note how this document reads more like a manifesto written by an engineer than an MBA. It says nothing
about business goals, strategy, revenue, cost cutting, market share, supply chain, products, customers,
HR, or firm culture. The normal “business speak” is missing. And yet today, even non-technologists can
appreciate that this memo may have been one of the more important pieces of communication in the
history of business. There are several takeaways here. First, admittedly, Amazon is not an apples-toapples comparison. CEO Bezos was addressing technology fragmentation, dispersion, and efficiency
within only his own company, an easier task than taking on the digital technology fragmentation of the
entire agricultural industry. Nevertheless, the example highlights the power and value of interoperability,
transparency, and data sharing via API integration. Agricultural export logistics providers have much to
learn from this memo and example. Second, technology is more important to the success and efficiency of
agricultural exports than many people realize. Recognizing the potential of technology requires that
agricultural exporters update, upgrade, and transform the core operations and enterprise systems of their
business in order to realize the full benefits of today’s cloud-based technologies.
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8. Chassis Management and Utilization
Accessing the right chassis in the right place at the right time is difficult for agricultural exporters.16 The
rise of digital technologies raises the following questions, challenges, and opportunities.

A. Are Chassis Provider ERPs Integrated (API or EDI) With the ERPs of Other
Stakeholders in the Agricultural Export Logistics Chain?
With the exception of chassis provider ERP integration with the ERPs of the ocean carriers and marine
terminals, the answer appears to be “no” - there is little to no ERP integration with the ERPs of BCOs,
shippers, 3PLs, trucking companies or railroads. Currently, the way chassis providers push information
out to such stakeholders appears to be through their websites, mobile apps and email. At the Ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach, DCLI, Flexi-Van, and TRAC Intermodal also operate the Pool of Pools
website, which provides information to users such as on-terminal inventory reports, terminal activity/dwell
reports, street usage/dwell reports, OOS (out-of-service) reports, repositioning reports, and utilization reports.
We were surprised to learn that the Pool of Pools website and its data are not API connected to the Port
Optimizer or Advent eModal. This seems like a missed opportunity. It also means truckers need to
separately (daily/weekly) check or scrape the Pool of Pools website for chassis information, which in turn
results in inefficiency. This disconnect appears to be driven primarily by proprietary concerns, the
existence of BCO, shipper, 3PL and trucker legacy systems, and the fact that the scope of such integration
could be large and expensive. We also note that it appears that the Pool of Pools website only posts daily
and weekly data, and older data disappears. I.e., we were unable to locate any archive of historical
chassis-related data available to the public. This is also a missed opportunity in that stakeholder use of
such data for AI, machine learning, and predictive analytics purposes to help mitigate future chassis
demand-supply problems, is limited.

B. Does Existing Technology Allow for Chassis to be Linked to Containers When
Container Pick-Up Appointments Are Made?
Truckers in particular noted the need for chassis to be linked to containers, so that when an appointment is
made to pick up a container, the trucking company is also asked if it needs a chassis. If the answer is yes,
then to maximize efficiency, the appointment system and technology should also allow the trucker to
reserve a chassis and then actually be able to access that (dedicated) chassis upon appointment arrival.
Chassis providers push back, however, noting that while this may in theory be a good idea, it is difficult
to execute, especially the part about the trucker being guaranteed a chassis upon arrival. This is because in
their view this issue remains more of a supply and demand problem than a technology problem. And even
if technology offers a solution to this problem, that solution has yet to be developed and/or it can only
work if there is true integration, collaboration and the sharing of real-time data between all of the relevant
stakeholders in the agricultural export logistics chain.

16

See Cyrus Ramezani and Chris Carr, Intermodal Chassis Availability for Containerized Agricultural Exports: A Case Study of
the Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach and Oakland, USDA Cooperative Agreement No. 19-TMTSD-CA-0003 (February 25,
2021), SSRN link: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3810917.
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C. IoT, GPS, and RFID Devices on Chassis – Gaining Traction?
IoT, GPS and RFID technologies enable the collection of chassis data on variables such as location,
speed, direction, distance, tire pressure, whether the chassis is mounted (and regarding containers whether the container is full, whether its seal has been broken, and more). Table 4 lists some of the
vendors developing and providing chassis (and container) sensors and technology.
Table 4: Sensor Technology Vendors

Vendors

Description
Various devices/products can be installed on a chassis to track and monitor it. GPSlocation and tracking is the most common use case. Speed, direction, tire pressure,
brake data can also be tracked. The software solutions used to manage the data
produced by these IoT tracking devices come from (some of) these IoT
companies/vendors themselves, other software supply chain or TMS companies, or
are developed internally by the chassis owner or IEP provider. In terms of how
tracking devices on chassis actually work, the hardware device provider gives the
client (whoever that may be) access to its website and data, via APIs. The client can
then download/integrate that data into its own TMS system and access and use that
information as needed from its desktops, laptops and/or mobile phones.

Chassis Provider Perspective on Attaching Technology Devices to the Chassis: Chassis providers
face executional and economic constraints, both of which also motivate truckers to move to the truckerowned chassis model. Regarding the executional constraint, the chassis the chassis providers purchased to
build their fleets were chassis from various shipping lines over the last seven to ten years. They are also
getting their chassis from a half-dozen different shipping lines, all of which were made according to
different specifications, all made in different years, and with different brake systems (some have anti-lock
braking systems; others do not). These chassis also often have different types of (wheel) rims. It’s similar
to buying a used car off the lot. Once purchased, and even if the economics of attaching the IoT device
pencils out, where do the chassis providers install such devices on their chassis, especially if their chassis
have these different attributes? The installers will need to ensure that the device is attached to a spot on
the chassis that is safe from pilferage, protected from chassis stacking/unstacking damage, and protected
during any chassis maintenance and repair. Further, can the IEP chassis providers afford to mount the
device onto the chassis when the chassis are in the port and the port is managed by terminal operators
with longshoremen employees? If so, the hourly rate needed to be paid for these installs will be
significant and if the providers take the chassis off-port to have the work done the longshoremen will
likely object. Also, how do chassis providers install devices onto 20,000, 30,000 or 40,000 marine chassis
located on the West Coast that are all in motion and flux? All of this can be a difficult moving target for
chassis providers to hit. And to supervise and be able to check to make sure that each device is mounted
properly, and receives needed approval or verifications – that will be an arduous process, as well.
Regarding the economic constraints, the following two examples are instructive. In 2020, AIM (American
Intermodal Management) was acquired by FlexiVan. AIM brought roughly 20,000 new(er) IoT chassis to
the merger to add to FlexiVan’s (older) 120,000 chassis fleet. The merger was touted as one that would
usher in the use of IoT devices on chassis. However, what was not widely reported is that AIM did not
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place its 20,000 IoT chassis into the various FlexiVan chassis pools. Instead, AIM kept those 20,000
chassis separate for day rentals and term leasing, because doing so resulted in higher profit margins. So
while IoT chassis in large chassis pools would seem to be a logical and scalable place to start with IoT
usage, this example actually suggests that the economics do not yet support such an approach.17
The second example involves the ocean carrier ZIM, who is currently offering premium (expedited) 12day service for imports from South China to southern California. As part of that service ZIM promises a
IoT fitted chassis upon arrival at the California port, and TRAC Intermodal supplies the dedicated chassis
to ZIM. As of June 5, 2021, TRAC was supplying up to 3,863 IoT chassis to ZIM. ZIM implements this
model because its expedited ocean service loses its effectiveness if there are no available chassis at the
receiving terminal. Further, offering a dedicated (and more expensive) IoT chassis fleet to customers
doesn’t do much good at a congested port if the chassis can’t be tracked and traced.18 So while the ZIM
example may appear to be a promising example of IoT on chassis traction, it is actually not an apples-toapples comparison. No agricultural exports are involved. It only addresses imports into the U.S., and
presumably imports with high enough margins to absorb the extra cost of a dedicated IoT chassis.
Thus, from the perspective of chassis providers, and regarding U.S. agricultural exports, we were unable
to locate use cases involving IoT or GPS devices installed on chassis used to move agricultural export
containers. Here, the benefits of such installation simply do not yet appear to outweigh the execution
challenges and economic costs.
BCO and Trucker Perspective on Attaching Technology Devices to the Chassis: With regard to
agricultural exports out of Los Angeles, Long Beach and Oakland, we observed little to no interest from
BCOs or truckers to attach such devices to the chassis (or containers) hauling dry goods.
As an interesting example, one BCO was concerned with security – thieves were collaborating to steal
valuable nuts out of its containers by diverting the container off route to a hidden location near the port
where the container seal could be comprised without detection (before it entered the marine terminal). To
combat this, the BCO simply tossed a GPS tile (costing less than $3.00) into the container to monitor its
movement (along with the chassis). The BCO also did not tell the buyer or the trucker it had done this.
The point here, is that this exporter was able to identify, solve and prove (so it never happened again) its
pilferage problem using an inexpensive tracking tile; the exporter didn’t even need to buy and install a
more time consuming and expensive IoT or GPS device on the chassis.
Truckers who day-rent chassis also shared it did not make financial sense to rent a (more expensive) IoT
chassis. The same held true for truckers who own their chassis – most of their trips entail container pickup at a facility somewhere in the California Central Valley and they arrive at the desired ocean terminal at
LA, Long Beach or Oakland relatively quickly. I.e., the BCO processing plants or warehouses are usually
within a 120+ air mile radius of these ports, and within that distance the cost and/or inconvenience of
installing a chassis tracking device made little sense to the shipper and its trucker.
In summary, similar to the chassis providers, the cost-benefit analysis does not yet justify BCOs and
truckers installing technology devices on chassis hauling containerized agricultural exports.

17

See Ari Ashe, AIM, FlexiVan merger forges stronger chassis operator, Journal of Commerce (January 27, 2020) and Peter
Tirschwell, FlexiVan-AIM merger betting on ‘smart chassis’ adoption, Journal of Commerce (March 2, 2020).
18 See Bill Mongelluzzo, Carriers seek dedicated chassis fleet for premium services, Journal of Commerce (July 2, 2021).
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D. Passive Data Collection With OCR Technology
Optical character recognition (OCR) is a relatively new technology worth mentioning. OCR technology
helps customers monitor and manage the movement, storage, loading, security and safety of their
equipment. Basically, stationary cameras placed at terminal entrance and exit gates, inside the terminal, at
the warehouse or storage yard take photos of the drive-by of the container and chassis with their serial,
registration or ISO numbers. OCR technology is attractive in that the cost of automated image tagging is
quite low (fraction of pennies per photo/image). But OCR technology is unlikely to leapfrog over more
expensive IoT and GPS hardware devices, because these latter devices work most everywhere while OCR
only works at the gates, warehouses and storage yards and only when the serial, registration or ISO
numbers are visible. Currently, it does not appear that many agricultural exporters are even aware of OCR
technology, but given its low cost, their knowledge and interest may grow. Table 5 identifies several
companies active in the OCR space, as it applies to chassis (and containers).

Image Sources: Nanoets and APT Terminals

Image Sources: Nanoets and APT Terminals

Table 5: Technology Companies Operating in the OCR Space
Company

Description
Abeja uses video analytics combined with deep learning.

Nanonets provides optical character recognition (OCR) for containers.

Delvify helps maritime enterprises categorize and analyze their data to optimize operational processes.

KoiReader claims to be a leader in the area of transportation, logistics, and trade. It offers services such as freight tech
platform integration, claims application integration, purchase order matching, document management platform
integration, and mobile app integration. It is unclear if KoiReader addresses containers or chassis.
Unclear to what extent CLARITECS addresses or focuses on containers or chassis.

Unclear to what extent OFE addresses or focuses on containers or chassis.

Langzou uses networked cameras coupled with artificial intelligence capabilities to detect objects.
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9. Street Turns (Matchbacks)
In its most basic form, a street turn (also sometimes called a “matchback”) is when a carrier uses a
container from one trip (let's say a delivery), and instead of bringing the empty container back to the port,
the carrier uses it for a pickup of other cargo and return back to the port. But it is important to note that
there are different variations of street turns. Figure 12 below highlights the different container movement
patterns. In those patterns, Diagrams C, D and E illustrate the three main types of street turns.
Figure 12: Container Movement Patterns

Current street turn technologies developed by ocean carriers, technology companies and new startups (see
Table 6 below) appear to be chasing the “low hanging street turn fruit” depicted by Diagram C and
possibly Diagram D above. Note, however, that with respect to the container movement pattern
highlighted in Diagram D, that movement pattern actually may not result in time or dollar savings to
exporters and their logistics providers. This was the situation reported with respect to the French Camp
Depot located near the inland city of Stockton, California. The French Camp depot serves exporters from
the California Central Valley that ship out of the Port of Oakland.19 One trucking company executive
shared:

19

See Stas Margaronis, Port of Oakland & Advent Partner on Inland Depo for San Joaquin Valley Shippers, AJOT Insights
(April 20, 2017) and Greg Knowler, Marine terminal operators push inland for shippers, Journal of Commerce (April 16, 2018).
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It’s uncommon to use French Camp because the economics of it simply do not pencil
out for the cargo owner. In fact, it’s more expensive when you break up the move like
this, rather than just do it as one unit. We also tried one of the street turn technology
products, but it did not do much for us. So we just manage street turn opportunities inhouse and among our own fleet and truckers as best we can. It remains too difficult to try
to do street turns using other people’s equipment, chassis and containers.
The more valuable and even more challenging “holy grail” street turn that technology vendors seek to
solve is highlighted in Diagram E above. But the following case study is helpful in understanding why
the Diagram E scenario is so difficult to solve.

Case Study
Party A, located in the inland city of Fresno, California, imports furniture from Asia. It has a contract
with an ocean carrier to deliver imported furniture from the Port of Los Angeles to Fresno on a
specific date. As part of that contract the importer gets some free time to empty the container once it
arrives at its Fresno facility. As part of the contract, the importer is also required to return the
container to the Port of LA.
Party B is a pistachio farmer located five miles away from Party A. It has a (separate) contract with
the same ocean carrier, and it seeks to use that same (empty) container to transport its pistachios to
the Port of LA, once Party A is finished with the container.
Previously, what would happen, is that the furniture importer needed to return the empty container
back to the Port of LA and then the pistachio farmer sent its trucker to the Port of LA to pick up the
empty container and bring it back to the farm for loading (or the ocean carrier arranged for the empty
container to be delivered from the port to the pistachio farmer).
Under the Diagram E street turn model, what the parties hope to accomplish is that instead of the
container going back to the port, it simply goes from the furniture importer directly to the pistachio
farmer. It is then loaded with pistachios and that container is hauled to the port for export. Some of
the basic information needed to be shared between the importer, exporter and ocean carrier to
implement this street turn would be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The date when the furniture importer receives the container
How much time the importer gets to unload the container
The date the pistachio farmer needs the container
How the container will move directly from the furniture importer to the pistachio farmer
Is it the right kind of container – e.g., clean, it meets the farmer’s specifications, etc.
The date the farmer needs to return the loaded container to the port

This all seems reasonably doable when both parties use the same ocean carrier and are located just
five miles apart, and where the calendars for the importer emptying the container, the farmer exporter
receiving the container, and the return of the container to the port, are all reasonably spaced apart and
all match up.
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However, in reality, it’s not anywhere close to being this simple. For example, we haven’t even
included complex variables such as insurance, liability, container damage, chassis selection and
availability. We also have not included whether the trips to and from the port will be made using
carrier haulage or merchant haulage. If the former is used (carrier haulage), that eases things, in that
the burden of structuring the transaction falls on the ocean carrier, where both sides are paying the
ocean carrier to handle everything. In such situations, it is in the ocean carrier’s interest to build out
and implement a street turn for the parties, rather than allowing the container to return to the port
(empty) to later be delivered back to the farmer (also empty) for loading. But these dimensions
become even more challenging to manage where the trips to and from the port are made using
merchant haulage, or where the parties don’t use the same ocean carrier (or carriers who are part of
the same alliance).
Further complicating this picture, and directly related to the economic incentives that drive business
behavior, is the fact that recently ocean carriers have been motivated to retrieve empty containers
back from importers as fast as possible so they can be loaded back onto the ocean carrier and returned
to Asia, and filled and then shipped back to the U.S. (at exorbitant shipping rates). In that situation,
agricultural exporters are never even given the opportunity to grab the empty container for their
export use.
And even if all of these dimensions align for the street turn to take place, the parties still have to agree
on price. If the price is not right on any facet of the logistics move, one of the parties will likely
refuse the deal, and that street turn opportunity will disappear.

Thus, one of the lessons of this case study is that implementing a Diagram E street turn is no small task,
with or without technology, and that is why it remains the case that few export moves are ever effectively
matched with an import move in the form of a true street turn.20 The only chance that agricultural export
logistics providers have to gain traction with Diagram E moves – the holy grail of street turns – is to
connect their ERPs, utilize APIs and share needed data. However, that is not occurring.
Finally, additional pain points with existing street turn technologies and the business behavior that
attaches to them, thereby making them difficult to scale, include:

•

•
•
•

Ocean carriers continue to charge BCOs and truckers fees ranging from $30 to $75 for street
turns/matchbacks performed without their prior approval.21 The complaint here is that street turns
help improve ocean carrier efficiency in the management of their physical assets (chassis and
containers), so why would ocean carriers make it more difficult by charging these additional fees?
Existing technology applications do not easily track, monitor and report damage to containers as they
navigate through the street turn process.
Trucking companies in particular remain fearful to do anything that discloses customer identity to
other motor carriers, whether such sharing is technology driven or not. Stated differently, their current
trust of street turn technology is low.
Product performance and predictive analytics claims by street turn technology vendors remains more
aspirational than proven.

20

See Bill Mongelluzzo, Match-Back Key to Growth in US Containerized Agricultural Exports, Journal of Commerce
(September 30, 2018) and Todd Ericksrud, Optimizing and Automating Matchbacks.
21 See Bill Mongelluzzo, Container lines levy US street turn fees, Journal of Commerce (January 19, 2020); Michael Angell,
Drayage throws shade at ocean carriers’ latest money grab: fees for street turns, American Shipper (January 18, 2020) and John
Bendel, Ocean carries stick it to truckers with ‘street-turn’ fee, Land Line Media (May 2019).
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Table 6: Street Turn/Matchback Technology and Vendors

Name

Description
Matchback Systems is a SaaS provider that allows companies to plan, optimize, and communicate matchbacks. It also
collaborates with the Port Optimizer system (see https://matchbacksystems.com/Resources/Press-Releases/GETransportation-and-MatchBack-Systems-Help-Drive.aspx).
Matchback offers various products:
•
MatchAdvisor Product: Identifies and automates internal matchbacks. Product thus automates street turns
across a company’s own ecosystem. The software matches import containers and export bookings inland to
minimize distance driven, increase efficiency, and reduce costs. Finds the best common match (BCM) as
well as the single party systematic matchbacks. This is done by connecting import listings with export
listings.
•
MatchProcurement System: Assists in the procurement process in finding match-backs, as well as giving the
company visibility into total cost savings end-to-end-of the street turn process.
•
MatchMarketplace Portal: Used by customers to find matchbacks. Also used to predict high value, high
frequency matchbacks. Helps customers find two-party matchbacks that meet their current needs, provides an
aggregator marketplace to help address customer’s drayage needs.
•
MatchMetrics Reports: Reports generated on efficiency, emissions saved, operational analytics, and can
provide scenario analysis as well.
IMC is a marine drayage provider that also offers a matchback solution for carriers. Using their network of warehouses,
they are able to route trucks for matchbacking, allowing for efficiency.

Avantida is a prepaid optimization platform. Not a lot of details on its website. You must have a ‘balance’ in the service
before making an optimization request. This allegedly keeps each party in the matchback agreement ‘accountable’. Other
platforms complete the request between the companies, but Avantida then apparently communicates these agreements with
the ocean carriers. Both ZIM and Maersk use this platform to facilitate street turns/matchbacks. It appears this platform
also helps participating ocean carriers track and collect this revenue.

Boxreload is a cloud-based service that uses the PARIS real-time automated planning engine as a transportation
optimization solution to find optimal matchback routes. The PARIS system acts as a neutral transport planner to find the
best unmatched jobs available.
•
The security of the platform ensures that each customer’s information is kept private.
•
Created and developed by the PARIS Optimal Transport Planning division of Hutchison Ports, with the
support of Erasmus University of Rotterdam.
•
Existing PARIS API allows the cloud-based optimization system to be integrated directly into customer’s
respective TMS.
•
This solution is sponsored by the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, UK Department of
Transport and funded by European Union’s Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) program.
“Match loads, trucks, and equipment specific to inland intermodal transportation …[M]atching process is based on the
interchange from one mode of transportation to the next. Reduce backend costs by enabling your operations department to
connect with our database … A few of our members include CH Robinson, Landstar, Kuehne-Nagel, RoadRunner, Coyote
Logistics, Reliable Transportation, Old Dominion .…”
Note: In October 2020, Syncronet announced it was partnering with Matchback Systems (discussed above)
(https://synchronet.co/matchback-systems-synchronet-intermodal-services-cooperate-to-provide-unique-services/).
Advent’s platform is set up so that when you list what you have or what you need, you provide the chassis size, the chassis
provider, the container number, and container size among other things in the posting.
•
Eight of the top ten U.S. ports use the Advent eModal Community Portal (eCP) solution this attaches to,
including LA/LB, Oakland, and Seattle-Tacoma.
•
The Advent eCP is a full suite of apps that include Cargo Status, PreGate, Drayage Truck Registry, Fee
Manager/Billing services, Terminal Services, and the eModal Port Manager (specifically for port authorities
and terminal operators).
•
eModal is meant to compliment a customer’s TMS system through API integrations.

Bill Mongelluzzo, Amazon offers matchbacking to US ag exporters, Journal of Commerce, June 14, 2018 discusses the
possibility of Amazon, with its huge import volume, connecting with matchbacks for ag exporters. However, it is unclear
what came of this idea. Joshua Dolan, Amazon’s former head of global inbound logistics, was the Amazon executive who
floated this idea at the 2018 AgTC conference in Tacoma.
•
“The process of arranging matchbacks is complex. Comprehensive equipment tracking in real time is
necessary. Empty containers of the right size and ownership must be matched with exporters in a region that
needs those containers. Since export commodities are usually heavier than merchandise imports, access to
super-chassis capable of carrying the export containers is needed.”
•
“These same logistics challenges apply to chassis as well as containers, so chassis should be part of the
discussion, he said. Addressing this issue could help increase chassis utilization because 56 percent of the life
of the average chassis is spent being empty, [Dolan] said.”
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10. Recommendations
Overall, agricultural export logistics providers are in the early stages of their cloud-based technology
transformation. As part of this evolution, some stakeholders, particularly large BCOs and the veteran
logistics providers with ample resources who service them, may be farther ahead than small and mediumsized firms. Progress has been made, but much remains to be done. To address the previously noted
technology gaps, below we offer five recommendations for agricultural export logistics providers, and the
federal and state governments who support them, to consider.

A. Education and Training
Education and training can serve as an accelerant to help break gridlock. Here, the gridlock is the
continued reliance on legacy technology systems and the lack of data sharing and collaboration through
API integration.
Our first recommendation is therefore for state and federal governments to fund and provide seminars
(educational tools) that teach and inspire agricultural exporters and their technology providers and service
partners how to collaborate more effectively to address the deficiencies highlighted in this report.
Alternatively, state or federal grant monies could be provided to land grant universities to develop and
offer such training to their local constituents. At these events and trainings, technology showcases and
demonstrations could be offered, which would help ease adoption fears and demystify technology.22
Perhaps portions of future agricultural industry meetings (e.g., AgTC) could also be set aside for
substantive technology discussions, trainings, demos, updates and status reports.
There is ample precedent for this approach, particularly in agriculture. One example is the USDA Foreign
Agriculture Service’s (FAS) funding for agricultural stakeholders to learn about GMOs and seed selection
(see below). A second example is the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture’s research and
education program on pest management (see below). A third template, is the FAS’s education and
training program helping agricultural exporters learn how to capitalize on export opportunities (see
below). Similar templates could be offered in the agricultural export technology space.

22

See, e.g., Appendix C to this report, which is a short primer we prepared for agricultural export logistics providers to help
them better understand data science and the use and power of predictive intelligence and analytics.
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B. Broaden the Current National Supply Chain Discussion to Include Technology,
the Sharing of Data, and API Integration
In many ways the timing of this study and report could not be better. Vulnerabilities in the logistics
supply chain have now become front page news.23 The Federal Maritime Commission also opened an
investigation into the business practices of foreign ocean carriers at American ports.24 This came about in
large part due to pressure from American truckers and the agricultural export community. In addition, on
February 24, 2021 President Biden issued Executive Order 14017 (Appendix B), signaling a renewed
focus on U.S. supply chains - including the agricultural supply chain. Policymaker eyes are finally on the
national logistics systems and supply chain issues.
Appendix B highlights the relevant language (in bold) from the President’s Executive Order that connects
to agricultural export – one can see there is no paucity of language applying to agriculture. The Executive
Order notes that the Department of Transportation and Department of Agriculture heads have one year to
study the issues and report back to the executive branch. The Federal Maritime Commission (FMC)
Shippers’ Council also recently turned its attention on port data sharing.25 In short, this is an opportune
See Peter Goodman, Alexandra Stevenson, Niraj Chokshi and Michael, Corkery, ‘I’ve Never Seen Anything Like This’:
Chaos Strikes Global Shipping, New York Times (March 6, 2021).
24 Federal Maritime Commission Proceedings.
25 See Michael Angell, FMC Shippers’ council to advise on port data sharing, Journal of Commerce (November 15, 2021).
23
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time for the technology pain points discussed in this report to be brought to the national table for
discussion, debate, decision and improvement.
Thus, our second recommendation is for the agricultural community and its transportation and logistics
providers to actively engage in the discussion and opening that Executive Order 14017 has created. More
specifically, make sure that the upcoming supply chain debate, as it applies to agriculture, is not
monopolized by physical infrastructure – e.g., roads, highways, bridges, railroads, and the dredging of
ports. The discussion needs to be broadened to include advocacy and an acknowledgment that upgrading
from legacy enterprise systems, the sharing of real-time data, and API integration are also critical
infrastructure needed for efficient supply chains.
Ideally, the resulting pressure on private industry that results from such advocacy will lead to the
acceleration of data sharing among the stakeholders listed in this report. For example, in Section 5. E.
above we noted that one of the things truckers felt was missing from the technology ecosystem is the lack
of an API integrated ability to reserve the chassis at the same time they make their appointments to pick
up the container at the terminal, and to also have the availability of that chassis be guaranteed (dedicated).
At least one chassis provider felt, however, that there were issues that made the implementation of this
idea problematic. The current national supply chain infrastructure discussion would seem to provide the
impetus and opportunity for these two sides to meet, discuss and explore a possible solution or
compromise. But even if this advocacy only helps facilitate the development of the common standards
which API integration requires in order to scale, that would also be a worthwhile result. This in turn takes
us to our third recommendation.

C. Monitor DCSA Developments and Where Appropriate Integrate Its Initiatives
Into the Agricultural Export Business Model
Again, digitizing the logistics chain from end-to-end requires that the enterprise systems used by logistics
chain participants become API connected (interoperable). That process can be accelerated by the
widespread adoption of common digital technology standards by an industry’s various participants. This
is one reason the digital experience in industries such as banking, entertainment, retail and media are
superior to agricultural export – participants in those industries have developed and adopted common
technology standards, while the agricultural export industry, as well as the transportation and logistics
industry in general, has lagged.
In this regard, the Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA) aims to be the de facto technology
standard-setting body for the container shipping industry, an industry that services agricultural exports.
Nine out of the top 11 ocean carriers are DCSA members. The DCSA’s ocean carrier members, select
stakeholders, solution providers, industry regulators and other standard’s bodies have several ongoing
initiatives we briefly describe below.26 These initiatives are intended to, among other things, improve endto-end logistics chain communication and interoperability, thereby allowing all participants to digitize
data and send/receive that data in a way that is understandable and usable for everyone.
Data & Interfaces: The DCSA Information Model sets the foundational data language for container
shipping. The DCSA Interface Standard for Track and Trace (T&T) establishes process, data and
interface (API) standards to enable customers to digitally track and trace shipments across multiple
carriers. The benefit here is that this simplifies shipment visibility across multiple ocean carriers, enabling
shippers to better plan and optimize their activities. The DCSA Interface Standard for Operational
Vessel Schedules enables automatic sharing of vessel schedule information between carrier vessel
sharing agreement (VSA) partners and operational providers. Here, the benefit is that ocean carriers can
26

See DCSA, COVID and the case for digital standards (2020).
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digitally publish their schedules, and their partners and operational service providers can subscribe to
their feed to automatically receive or retrieve updates as needed. The goal is to provide better vessel
schedule transparency, increasing efficiency and enabling better planning and optimization of various
port, terminal and first and last mile activities.
Electronic Bill of Lading (eBL): The DCSA is also working with industry stakeholders to develop eBL
standards for data format and transmission. The goal is to enable an eBL to be safely and seamlessly
delivered from end-to-end. All stakeholders, regardless of pre-existing relationships, can be involved in
the transaction as long as they have implemented the standards. Having a standard eBL also makes it
easier for regulators, banks and insurers to accept it as a viable alternative to paper.
In terms of the potential impact this initiative might have, we can look to the airline industry as an
example. In that industry, the equivalent of an eBL is the e-Air Waybill. In 2010, the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) introduced e-Air Waybills for airfreight. As of 2020, the adoption of e-Air
Waybills exceeds 68%. The DCSA released its initial set of eBL standards toward the end of 2020. If the
container shipping industry starts adopting those eBL standards it is projected that a 50% adoption rate is
feasible by 2030. At a 50% adoption rate, that would mean the shipping container industry would
potentially save more than $4 billion USD each year in costs.27
Internet of Things (IoT) for Smart Containers: The DCSA IoT Container Standards for network
connectivity initiative will enable interoperability of devices mounted on containers and gateways in
terminals, warehouses and vessels. The benefit here is that these standards put ocean carriers and logistics
participants one step closer to providing customers with an uninterrupted flow of relevant information
regarding container locations and the status of their contents along the container journey.
Just-in-Time Port Call: DCSA standards will also enable just-in-time port calls by aligning operational
processes and data communication between carriers, ports, terminals and other stakeholders. Widespread
adoption of these standards is the first step towards achieving a digital, global, transparent, just-in-time
port call ecosystem.
In summary, DCSA standards seek to be vendor-neutral and technology agnostic to ensure
interoperability between all stakeholders. The more participants, the more useful the DCSA standards will
become. DCSA also works with other standards and regulatory bodies to receive input and achieve
standards alignment, such as the World Customs Organization, European Commission, International
Chamber of Commerce, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, and others. Again, the goal is to help
ensure that stakeholders can implement DCSA standards while preserving their investments in their
existing enterprise systems and processes.

D. Pooling Resources: Digital Information Technology Cooperatives
U.S. agricultural has a rich history of cooperatives. For example, supply cooperatives provide their
members with inputs for agricultural production, including seeds, fertilizer, fuel and machinery services.
Marketing cooperatives are established by farmers to undertake transportation, packaging, distribution,
and the marketing of farm products (both crop and livestock). Farmers also widely rely on credit
cooperatives as a source of financing for both working capital and investments.

27

See DCSA, COVID and the case for digital standards (2020) and The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) Economic Outlook Database.
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Cooperative benefits include being relatively easy to form, open membership, democratic management,
stability, economical operations, government patronage, low management costs, and mutual-cooperation.
Disadvantages include limited capital, inefficient management, absence of motivation, factionalism
among members, rigid rules and regulations, lack of secrecy, and lack of incentives and initiative.
Notwithstanding the disadvantages of the cooperative model, we propose that agricultural export logistic
providers consider the formation of a digital information technology cooperative. The initial goal of the
cooperative would be to develop a strategy that moves the industry from a low digital strategy to a smart
digital strategy (Figure 13). Such digital transformation depends on the utilization of digital technologies
(y axis) and the level of impact these technologies have on the export logistics chain (x axis).
Figure 13: Industry Digital Transformation

The second step would be for the cooperative to execute on that strategy. Smart digital strategy requires
the integration and cooperation of all the providers and nodes in the logistics chain. The goal is to create
an ecosystem with real-time data sharing and responses. In addition, the technology necessary for Big
Data implementation would be introduced. The cooperative would also become involved in projects
related to IoT, Artificial Intelligence, Predictive Analytics, and Blockchain.

E. Provide Incentives to Adopt New Technologies
Technology subsidies can also facilitate adoption. Incentives could be provided to help technology
developers and agricultural exporters with legacy systems migrate to new SaaS 2.0 cloud-based systems,
or in making their technology development and purchase decisions. This can be achieved by providing
targeted subsidies, including low interest rate loans and other direct ﬁnancial incentives. At the margin,
even small subsidies that help reduce these costs may provide sufﬁcient incentives for technology system
improvements. There is supporting precedent for this recommendation. A number of existing federal
agencies already provide credit facilities, including subsidized loans, in support of “key industries” and
can serve as a model for this approach.
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11. Conclusion and Areas for Future Research
In this report we focused on the dispersion and fragmentation of digital technologies within the
agricultural export sector, its impact, and what is required to mitigate the current freight-logisticstechnology disconnect. The key concerns raised, our recommendations for moving forward, and expected
results are summarized in Table 7 below.
Table 7 – Digital Technology Challenges, Recommendations, Results

In closing, there are several possible directions for extending this research and report. First, the education
and training recommendation needs further development. For example, what should this training look
like? Who should deliver it? What should be the content focus? How to make it of interest and value to
not just agricultural exporters but the technology vendors and 3PLs, truckers, chassis providers, and the
port and terminal officials they work with? The structure, length, content and pedagogy of such trainings
or educational offerings will be critical to its success. Second, with respect to the digital technology
cooperative recommendation, supporting “cooperative principles” need to be defined and developed.
What should be the guiding economic, organizational and social principles? Finally, comprehensive work
is needed to develop the incentive recommendation, including its institutional structure, incentive design
and implementation method.
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12. Appendix A: Technology Inventory
Focusing on the Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, and Oakland, the below inventory provides a
snapshot of: (1) some of the enterprise systems used by various agricultural export logistics providers
(several were also discussed in the main body of this report); and more importantly (2) several specialty
applications, software and websites these providers use to supplement their “technology toolboxes”,
enabling them to more efficiently move export containers. This inventory is not exhaustive. Inclusion in
this inventory is also not an endorsement of any company or its product/service. Further, there will be
items we missed and the study of other U.S. ports would undoubtedly identify different resources and
tools. The goal in creating this inventory was simply to give the reader a macro-view of several existing
resources which, if API integrated into certain enterprise systems, might help create an interoperable and
more efficient data sharing platform benefitting the agricultural export community. Here is the list of
items discussed on the following pages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wabtec-Port Optimizer and Advent eModal
API Systems Integration Startups and Providers
Freight Visibility Platforms
Ocean Carrier Websites
Ports of LA, LB, Oakland Websites, and Their Container Terminal Websites
Railroads Serving the Ports of LA, LB, Oakland
Container Warehouse or Storage Yards Near the Ports of LA, LB, Oakland
Chassis
- BCOs and Truckers Needing Daily or Long-Term Chassis Rentals at LA, LB, Oakland: Where Do They
Go?
- Pool Websites at LA, LB, Oakland Used by BCOs and Truckers to Check Chassis Inventory, Availability,
Movement
- Technology Vendors Providing Chassis Sensor Hardware
- Passive Data Collection Via Computer Vision Technology
- Chassis Providers Using Technology to Track Chassis Location
- Miscellaneous
Matchbacks
Transportation Management Systems (TMSs)
Accounting (Back End) System Support for Motor Carriers
Email Management and Support (mainly relevant to logistics providers)
Electronic Logging Devices (ELDs)
BlueCargo (Empty Returns, Terminal Appointments, Challenging Detention Charges)
VesselFinder and MarineTraffic (AIS Vessel Tracking)
Spot Rate Pricing and Procurement
Electronic Bill of Ladings (eBLs)
Trucker Turn Time Technology Tools
Early Return Date (ERD) Technology
Technology Supporting BCO and Trucker Disputes of Detention & Demurrage Charges
Container Peel Off Pile and Flow Management
PierPASS (Ports of LA and LB Only)
Trucker Focused Apps – Loading Facility to Port and Vice Vera
- Digital Freight Matching and Load Tracking
- Where to Park to Sleep or Rest (impacts ELD compliance)
- Managing Driver Pickups of Cargo
- Mobile Document Scanning Solutions
- Mobile Dispatch Solutions
- Miscellaneous
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Wabtec-Port Optimizer and Advent eModal
Used at Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach and Oakland
(also discussed in Section 5. C. of the main report)

API Systems Integration Startups and Providers
Helps connect enterprise systems between BCOs/Shippers and their various service providers
(also discussed in Section 6. of the main report)
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Freight Visibility Platforms
Some of these startups also help connect enterprise systems between
BCOs/Shippers and their various service providers
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Ocean Carrier Websites
Various agricultural export logistic providers report significant reliance on ocean carrier websites, even
if/when they are users of the Port Optimizer or Advent eModal platforms. They also seek a solution where
the carrier data/information from these websites is pushed to them, not for them to have to regularly
check (pull or scrape) needed information from these websites. Each BCO and their trucker, of course,
utilizes different ocean carriers. The purpose of the below is to illustrate several examples of the data a
trucker hauling cargo in/out of the Ports of LA or LB might pull from an ocean carrier website.
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Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, Oakland Websites
and Their Container Terminal Websites
Similar to the ocean carrier websites, various agricultural export logistic providers report their continued
heavy reliance on the need to check port and terminal websites (and call their customer service
departments), even if/when they are users of the Port Optimizer or Advent eModal platforms. Again they
seek an ecosystem and solution where needed data is pushed to them, rather than for them to have to
regularly pull or scrape said information from these sources.
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Railroads Serving the Ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, Oakland
(also discussed in Section 5. H. of the main report)

Container Warehouse or Storage Yards Near the Ports of LA, Long Beach, Oakland
(also discussed in Section 5. D. of the main report)
Picture the situation where an agricultural BCO’s trucker is on its way the port, the early return date
(ERD) is changed en route, to three days later, and the BCO and its trucker then need a place to store the
container and chassis for the new ERD date. This is just one of several situations that can arise that
require a nearby storage location for the agricultural exporter. If the trucking company does not own or
lease its own storage yard near the port, it may have to utilize one or more of the below resources.

Name

Website

Description
Shippers Transport Express is a 60-acre storage and transportation yard located in/near the
San Pedro Port Complex.

https://sto.tidework.com
http://www.shipperstransport.com
https://piera.tideworks.com

https://www.tollgroup.com/freight

Toll is a Port of LA owned 85-acre container yard and 600,000-square-foot warehouse
located near the port in Wilmington. The site covers trucking and transload operations for
approximately 9.5 million containers annually. Toll Global took this yard over after Cal
Cartage lost its 50-year lease in 2019.

https://secur.space

SecurSpace provides parking and storage for commercial vehicles, overnight truck
parking, trailer and container drop yards, and other needs. Locations available in Oakland,
and Compton and Carson for the Ports of LA/LB. In 2020 SecurSpace was acquired by
Envase Technologies as part of its strategy to build a single, state-of-the-art TMS.

https://secur.space/how-it-works

http://www.fleetservicesparking.com
http://www.fleetservicesparking.com/pricin
g.html
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Chassis
(also discussed in Section 5. E. of the main report)
BCOs and Truckers Needing Daily or Long-Term Chassis Rentals at LA, Long Beach, Oakland: Where
Do They Go? (note the large number of websites needed to click through, search and monitor)

Name

Website
https://dcli.com
https://dcli.com/regional-news/los-angeleslong-beachgacp-dcli-update-2/
https://billpay.dcli.com/DCL/default/Login.aspx?role=cust
omer
https://dcli.com/resources/street-turn-instructions/
https://dcli.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/How-toSubmit-a-Dispute-0919-PDF.pdf

Description
Bookings, availability, quotes, daily market
rates, payment, customer support.
Most frequent mention by stakeholders was
using the relevant link(s) listed here to be
able to track a leased chassis using the VIN,
license # or chassis #; accept and request
street turns; or file disputes online via the
Disputes Portal.

https://dcli.com/about/contact-us/ and
https://dcli.com/about/contact-us/field-office-contacts/

https://www.flexivan.com
https://www.flexivan.com/customertools/
https://www.flexivan.com/rates/?table=flexiday
https://fvcustomer.flexivan.com/customertools/ChassisLoo
kup
https://www.payflexi-van.com/invoices/search/new
https://www.flexivan.com/streetturns/

Bookings, availability, quotes, daily market
rates, payment, customer support.
Most frequent mention by stakeholders was
using the relevant link(s) listed here to be
able to track a leased chassis using the VIN,
license # or chassis #; accept and request
street turns; or file disputes online via the
Disputes Portal.

https://www.flexivan.com/contact/ and
https://www.flexivan.com/customertools-old/locations/
https://www.tracintermodal.com
https://www.tracintermodal.com/ezbook
https://www.tracconnect.com
https://iebs.tracintermodal.com/OA_HTML/AppsLocalLog
in.jsp
https://www.tracconnect.com/ViewAnnouncement.aspx?A
nnouncement_Id=820
http://www.tracintermodal.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/02/User-Guide-TRAC-ConnectStreet-Interchange.pdf

Bookings, availability, quotes, daily market
rates, payment, customer support.
Most frequent mention by stakeholders was
using the relevant link(s) listed here to be
able to track a leased chassis using the VIN,
license # or chassis #; accept and request
street turns; or file disputes online via the
Disputes Portal. One stakeholder noted
booking tri-axle chassis on TRAC’s EZbook
site.

https://www.tracintermodal.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/Dispute-Website-User-Guide.pdf
https://www.tracintermodal.com/contact-us
https://www.tracintermodal.com/customer-service and
https://www.tracintermodal.com/trac-marine-pools#so.-cal
https://www.milecorp.com/milestone-chassis/
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Pool Websites at LA, LB, Oakland Used by BCOs and Truckers to Check Chassis Inventory,
Availability, Movement

Technology Vendors Providing Chassis Sensor Hardware
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Passive Data Collection via Computer Vision Technology (also discussed in Section 8. D. of the main
report)
OCR (optical character recognition) technology helps customers manage the movement, storage, loading, security and
safety of their equipment. Basically, stationary cameras placed at terminal entrance and exit gates, inside the terminal, at
the warehouse or storage yard take photos of the drive-by of the chassis or container with their serial, registration or ISO
numbers. OCR technology is attractive in that the cost of automated image tagging is quite low (fraction of pennies per
photo/image). But OCR technology is unlikely to leapfrog over more expensive IoT and GPS hardware devices, because
these latter devices work most everywhere while OCR only works at the gates, warehouses and storage yards and only
when the serial, registration or ISO numbers are visible. Currently, it does not appear that many agricultural exporters are
aware of OCR technology, but given its low cost their knowledge and interest may grow.

Image Sources: Nanonets and APM Terminals
Several Companies Operating in the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Space

Company

Description
Abeja uses video analytics combined with deep learning.

Nanonets provides optical character recognition (OCR) for containers.

Delvify helps maritime enterprises categorize and analyze their data to optimize operational processes.

KoiReader claims to be a leader in the area of transportation, logistics, and trade. It offers services such as freight
tech platform integration, claims application integration, purchase order matching, document management
platform integration, and mobile app integration. It is unclear if KoiReader addresses containers or chassis.
Unclear to what extent CLARITECS addresses or focuses on containers or chassis.

Unclear to what extent OFE addresses or focuses on containers or chassis.

Langzou uses networked cameras coupled with artificial intelligence capabilities to detect objects.
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Chassis Providers Using Technology to Track Chassis Location (for chassis where the benefits
of doing so outweigh the costs)

Miscellaneous
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Matchbacks
(also discussed in Section 9. of the main report)

Name

Description
Matchback Systems is a SaaS provider that allows companies to plan, optimize, and communicate matchbacks. It also
collaborates with the Port Optimizer system (see https://matchbacksystems.com/Resources/Press-Releases/GETransportation-and-MatchBack-Systems-Help-Drive.aspx).
Matchback offers various products:
•
MatchAdvisor Product: Identifies and automates internal matchbacks. Product thus automates street turns
across a company’s own ecosystem. The software matches import containers and export bookings inland to
minimize distance driven, increase efficiency, and reduce costs. Finds the best common match (BCM) as
well as the single party systematic matchbacks. This is done by connecting import listings with export
listings.
•
MatchProcurement System: Assists in the procurement process in finding match-backs, as well as giving the
company visibility into total cost savings end-to-end-of the street turn process.
•
MatchMarketplace Portal: Used by customers to find matchbacks. Also used to predict high value, high
frequency matchbacks. Helps customers find two-party matchbacks that meet their current needs, provides an
aggregator marketplace to help address customer’s drayage needs.
•
MatchMetrics Reports: Reports generated on efficiency, emissions saved, operational analytics, and can
provide scenario analysis as well.
IMC is a marine drayage provider that also offers a matchback solution for carriers. Using their network of warehouses,
they are able to route trucks for matchbacking, allowing for efficiency.

Avantida is a prepaid optimization platform. Not a lot of details on its website. You must have a ‘balance’ in the service
before making an optimization request. This allegedly keeps each party in the matchback agreement ‘accountable’. Other
platforms complete the request between the companies, but Avantida then apparently communicates these agreements with
the ocean carriers. Both ZIM and Maersk use this platform to facilitate street turns/matchbacks. It appears this platform
also helps participating ocean carriers track and collect this revenue.

Boxreload is a cloud-based service that uses the PARIS real-time automated planning engine as a transportation
optimization solution to find optimal matchback routes. The PARIS system acts as a neutral transport planner to find the
best unmatched jobs available.
•
The security of the platform ensures that each customer’s information is kept private.
•
Created and developed by the PARIS Optimal Transport Planning division of Hutchison Ports, with the
support of Erasmus University of Rotterdam.
•
Existing PARIS API allows the cloud-based optimization system to be integrated directly into customer’s
respective TMS.
•
This solution is sponsored by the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, UK Department of
Transport and funded by European Union’s Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) program.
“Match loads, trucks, and equipment specific to inland intermodal transportation …[M]atching process is based on the
interchange from one mode of transportation to the next. Reduce backend costs by enabling your operations department to
connect with our database … A few of our members include CH Robinson, Landstar, Kuehne-Nagel, RoadRunner, Coyote
Logistics, Reliable Transportation, Old Dominion .…”
Note: In October 2020, Syncronet announced it was partnering with Matchback Systems (discussed above)
(https://synchronet.co/matchback-systems-synchronet-intermodal-services-cooperate-to-provide-unique-services/).
Advent’s platform is set up so that when you list what you have or what you need, you provide the chassis size, the chassis
provider, the container number, and container size among other things in the posting.
•
Eight of the top ten U.S. ports use the Advent eModal Community Portal (eCP) solution this attaches to,
including LA/LB, Oakland, and Seattle-Tacoma.
•
The Advent eCP is a full suite of apps that include Cargo Status, PreGate, Drayage Truck Registry, Fee
Manager/Billing services, Terminal Services, and the eModal Port Manager (specifically for port authorities
and terminal operators).
•
eModal is meant to compliment a customer’s TMS system through API integrations.

Bill Mongelluzzo, Amazon offers matchbacking to US ag exporters, Journal of Commerce, June 14, 2018 discusses the
possibility of Amazon, with its huge import volume, connecting with matchbacks for ag exporters. However, it is unclear
what came of this idea. Joshua Dolan, Amazon’s former head of global inbound logistics, was the Amazon executive who
floated this idea at the 2018 AgTC conference in Tacoma.
•
“The process of arranging matchbacks is complex. Comprehensive equipment tracking in real time is
necessary. Empty containers of the right size and ownership must be matched with exporters in a region that
needs those containers. Since export commodities are usually heavier than merchandise imports, access to
super-chassis capable of carrying the export containers is needed.”
•
“These same logistics challenges apply to chassis as well as containers, so chassis should be part of the
discussion, he said. Addressing this issue could help increase chassis utilization because 56 percent of the life
of the average chassis is spent being empty, [Dolan] said.”
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Transportation Management Systems (TMSs)
(also discussed in Section 3. A. of the main report)
Several agricultural BCOs were surveyed re: what TMS systems they used. Most frequent answers below.

Vendor

Comments
Trinium has done some API opening/integration. It also has a mobile app for truck drivers, MC3. The app performs
geofencing (automated dispatch event update, enabling more timely and accurate data for dispatchers and
customers); electronic Proof of Delivery (POD) captures documents via camera (reduces admin costs and gets
invoices out faster); GPS tracking for improved visibility and asset utilization; and intermodal dispatch workflow
(pre-integrated with the TMS).
In 2019 Compcare emerged as the first TMS to integrate with the Long Beach Container Terminal’s APIs. The
importance of this is that it replaced the need for dispatchers to manually key orders into terminal websites and
enabled Compcare and LBCT’s enterprise systems to “talk” to one another as trucks entered the port to pick up
waiting containers. Since then, Compcare has expanded API integration into additional Southern California
terminals: TracPac, TTI, WBCT, Yusen/YTI and ITS terminals. 1

1

TMS provider Envase recently acquired Profit Tools, GTG and Compcare. In 2020, it also acquired SecurSpace (a leading online marketplace that
connects companies looking for storage to those with excess capacity). It appears that its strategy is to, through acquisition, create a single, massive
state-of-the-art TMS company (the “Tesla” of TMS companies) – and one that relies heavily on OCR (optical character recognition) to efficiently scan
and store information from the large number of documents and forms truckers deal with on a daily basis. Heavy API use and integration will be a part
of this new, larger TMS company. See Chris Gillis, Envase Technologies multiplies intermodal TMS by three, American Shipper (June 7, 2020).

Other: Also of interest are the results of a 2020 Vector-Freight Waves survey (318 trucking carriers) which
found that less than 50% of the small trucking carriers surveyed were operating with a TMS (only about 20%
of mid-sized and large trucking carriers operated without a TMS). Among those that reported using a TMS,
20% said they used McLeod Software or Trimble TMS (formerly TMW Systems). The only other company to
break double digit usage was MercuryGate with 12%. The largest trucking carriers were split between
MercuryGate and their own proprietary systems. While this survey was not focused on agricultural truckers, it
is nonetheless helpful. The below chart and image highlights the fragmented TMS usage among truckers.
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Accounting (Back-End) System Support for Motor Carriers/Truckers

Email Management and Support
(mainly relevant to the logistics providers that service agricultural export logistic providers)
The logistics and transportation industry (still) has a high dependency on email. Timely responses are critical,
yet email has remained largely unchanged and operators often miss client communications in their inboxes.
Most accept the imperfections of email, supplementing it with other platforms, such as Microsoft Teams or
Slack, which mainly support internal communication. When these methods fail, communication slips into the
personal mobile text thread. One trucking company servicing agricultural exporters, estimated one employee
was spending at least 10+ hours per week foldering emails because their process was so bad. Developing a
strategy and implementing additional technology layers helps logistics professionals serving the agricultural
export community secure more revenue. Routine, data-driven tasks can also benefit from an updated process
and assistance from AI. Document handling and data extraction and analysis are everyday processes that often
bottleneck other operations. With the capability to read and interpret data, AI can be applied to email inquiries,
saving the logistics provider time and thereby benefit their customers. It is unclear to what extent, if any, that
logistic providers that service agricultural exporters currently utilize or have plans to utilize the below tools.
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Electronic Logging Devices (ELDs)
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BlueCargo (Empty Returns, Terminal Appointments, Challenging Detention Charges)
(also discussed in section 5. I. of the main report)

VesselFinder and MarineTraffic (AIS Vessel Tracking)
(also discussed in section 5. I. of the main report)
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Spot Rate Pricing and Procurement
A spot rate is the price a freight service provider offers a shipper at a point in time to move their product
from point A to point B. A contract rate is the rate a motor carrier, freight broker or 3PL agrees to
charge when moving a shipper’s freight for a set lane and its freight characteristics over a set period of
time. In most cases, contract rates are set for a one year time period. Spot rates, however, are based on the
market conditions at the time and at times are so dynamic they can change from one hour to the next. The
conventional cargo booking process involves multiple steps with no guarantee of loading. In recent years,
given supply and demand variability, both pre-COVID and during COVID, it has become difficult for
exporters in all industries to secure reliable container space on the ocean carrier using the conventional
cargo booking process. The benefit of spot rate integration is that it enables customers to see instant rates
and real-time availability of equipment, space, and surety of loading for their shipments. The New York
Shipping Exchange (NYSHEX) is an example of a technology platform which enables spot rate
integration.
Note: Large agricultural shippers seem to know about and use these spot rate technology platforms.
However, small and medium-sized agricultural BCOs and shippers either had no knowledge of these
platforms or the time, experience or resources to make significant use of them.
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Electronic Bill of Ladings (eBLs)
In theory, an eBL helps all parties attached to a shipment avoid errors due to the re-keying of information into
multiple systems, as well as errors introduced when a BL is amended. There are also costs and time
inefficiencies related to the use of couriers to send paper bills of lading around the world.
As the below matrix highlights, eBL technology makes heavy use of blockchain, either private or public.
Companies cite the auditability, security, and the ease of transfer as the main reasons to adopt a blockchain
based solution. Blockchain based document transfer technologies are beginning to be adopted by the logistics
industry, but it appears that paper bill of ladings still remain heavily used. The largest impediment to eBL
adoption is a lack of a standardized format for such instruments, which has prevented the industry from having
a common version to adopt. (In the main body and Recommendation section of this report we discuss how the
Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA) is trying to change that.)
With MSC, CMA CGM, ZIM and APL now on Maersk’s TradeLens platform, and other ocean carriers like
ONE making their respective move to go digital, there is reason to believe that eBL adoption using blockchain
technology will be accelerated by the carriers respective customers in the coming years.
Note: Again, large agricultural BCOs and shippers seem aware of and have started to utilize these eBL
platforms. Small and medium-sized agricultural BCOs and shippers, however, either had no knowledge of
these platforms or the time, experience or resources to make use of them. Another challenge is that for eBLs to
really take off for agricultural exporters, a much larger percentage of banks, insurance companies, and ocean
carriers need to accept them.

eBL Platform Product Matrix
Name
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Tech
Infrastructure

OpenSource
API?

Web Based
or On
Premises

Developers

Other

Private Blockchain
(IBM)

Yes

Web Based

IBM and Maersk
(GTD Solution
Inc.)

Ocean carriers MSC, CMA
CGM, ZIM and APL have
all joined or integrated into
this platform

Cloud Based Data
Repository

Yes

Web Based

Self

This platform appears to
have a large variety of ag
customers globally,
including Cargill. ONE is
utilizing this solution to
create its own eBL in an
attempt to fully eliminate its
need for paper BL’s.

Cloud Based Data
Repository

Yes

Web Based

Self (built to
work on partner
developed
blockchains)

Platform seems to
emphasize utilization by
financial institutions.

Public Blockchain
(Ethereum)

Yes

Web Based

CargoX, Oracle,
and consortium
of ocean carriers
and port
authorities

Provides blockchain backed
document exchange services
to a variety of other
industries as well.

Private Blockchain
(Oracle)

No
(EDI)

Web Based

Self and Oracle

CargoSmart is behind the
Global Shipping Business
Network (GSBN) and has
partnered with various
ocean carriers and terminal
operators to establish this
joint venture to help
accelerate the digital
transformation of the
shipping industry.
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Trucker Turn Time Technology Tools

Early Return Date (ERD) Technology
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Technology Supporting BCO and Trucker Disputes of Detention & Demurrage Charges
West Coast ports are currently congested with imports coming in, and empty containers are being
returned to Asia, replacing full load agricultural export containers in the process.28 This congestion and
container flow has resulted in what agricultural BCOs, shippers and truckers see as improper detention
and/or demurrage charges. How is technology developing to help them more efficiently dispute such
charges? First, we consider what can be disputed and to whom.
What is Disputable and To Whom?
Source: HTA Detention & Demurrage Webinar, December 3, 2020

Regarding what is currently needed to dispute such charges and prevail, it is a heavy labor and time
intensive process. In short, the burden is on the disputant to make the case. Phone calls and oral
representations are insufficient, the paper trail needs to be established and supplied to the terminal and/or
ocean carrier. In short, what this means for the BCO, shipper or trucker is that it needs to do one or more
of the below; and as the reader can see the list is burdensome and time intensive.
•

•

•
•

Retain all advisory notices that the port or terminal portals (such as eModal) send out; retain all
ocean carrier equipment availability and equipment notice matrix’s posted by the terminal; retain
appointment screen shots for empties and loads or anytime the BCO or trucker was only given
one appointment opportunity during the import free time cycle.
Retain appointment screen shots for each shipment, ocean carrier equipment matrix, eModal or
other advisory from the ocean carrier, return location advisory from returnlocation.com for
specific lines; verify whether or not empty return location was or wasn’t modified after the
designated time/hour of the previous day.
Send a suspend or stop the per diem clock email to the ocean carrier.
Send email to the Pool-of-Pools group for chassis availability; also email the ocean carrier
responsible for chassis allowance.

28

For example, see Bill Mongelluzzo, FMC urged to suspend detention, demurrage fees, Journal of Commerce (November 16,
2020) and John Kingston, Coalition on demurrage/detention charges seeks intervention from Federal Maritime Commission,
American Shipper (November16, 2020).
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•
•
•
•

Retain all emails and corresponding responses.
Retain export bookings with original early return dates (ERDs); retain screen shot of the original
and the cancelled or modified ERD date after the empty was picked up; retain changes to export
booking cutoff dates.
Retain anything that shows the timetable of when the empty was pulled for loading vs. when the
ERD or cutoff was changed.
Email the ocean carrier on the date ERD changed, save that correspondence.

How does technology help improve this process for agricultural BCOs, shippers and truckers? See below
matrix. The important take-away is that new startups are trying to help make it easier for BCOs, shippers
and truckers to challenge these charges, and do so in a way that makes the gathering and presentation of
all of the above documentation less painful and more efficient.
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Container Peel Off Pile and Flow Management

PierPASS (Ports of LA and LB Only)
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Trucker Focused Apps - Loading Facility to Port and Vice Versa
Digital Freight Matching and Load Tracking
Many shippers now require of their freight forwarders or trucking companies a minimum of up to 70
percent visibility compliance, where 70 out of every 100 loads must have start-to-finish continuous
visibility and stop visibility, as well. When freight forwarders or truckers are relying on a carrier
dispatcher or driver to call them back to confirm the location of the truck and load, they cannot provide
that level of real-time, continuous visibility. It would require a phone call to the carrier dispatcher or
driver every five minutes, which isn’t realistic.
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Where to Park to Sleep or Rest (impacts electronic logging device (ELD) compliance)

Managing Driver Pickups of Cargo
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Mobile Document Scanning Solutions

Mobile Dispatch Solutions
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Miscellaneous
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13. Appendix B: President Biden’s Executive Order No. 14017
Executive Order on America’s Supply Chains
February 24, 2021
(Click here for full version)
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America,
it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Policy. The United States needs resilient, diverse, and secure supply chains to ensure our economic
prosperity and national security. Pandemics and other biological threats, cyber-attacks, climate shocks and extreme
weather events, terrorist attacks, geopolitical and economic competition, and other conditions can reduce critical
manufacturing capacity and the availability and integrity of critical goods, products, and services. Resilient American
supply chains will revitalize and rebuild domestic manufacturing capacity, maintain America’s competitive edge in
research and development, and create well-paying jobs. They will also support small businesses, promote prosperity,
advance the fight against climate change, and encourage economic growth in communities of color and economically
distressed areas.
More resilient supply chains are secure and diverse - facilitating greater domestic production, a range of supply,
built-in redundancies, adequate stockpiles, safe and secure digital networks, and a world-class American
manufacturing base and workforce....
Therefore, it is the policy of my Administration to strengthen the resilience of America’s supply chains.…
Sec. 4. Sectoral Supply Chain Assessments. (a) Within 1 year of the date of this order, the specified heads of
agencies shall submit the following reports to the President, through the APNSA and the APEP: .…
(v) The Secretary of Transportation, in consultation with the heads of appropriate agencies, shall submit a
report on supply chains for the transportation industrial base (as determined by the Secretary of Transportation).
(vi) The Secretary of Agriculture, in consultation with the heads of appropriate agencies, shall submit a
report on supply chains for the production of agricultural commodities and food products.
(b) The APNSA and the APEP shall, as appropriate and in consultation with the heads of appropriate agencies,
recommend adjustments to the scope for each industrial base assessment, including digital networks, services, assets,
and data (“digital products”), goods, services, and materials that are relevant within more than one defined
industrial base, and add new assessments, as appropriate, for goods and materials not included in the above industrial
base assessments.
(c) Each report submitted under subsection (a) of this section shall include a review of: …
(iv) the defense, intelligence, cyber, homeland security, health, climate, environmental, natural, market,
economic, geopolitical, human-rights or forced-labor risks or other contingencies that may disrupt, strain, compromise,
or eliminate the supply chain - including risks posed by supply chains’ reliance on digital products that may be
vulnerable to failures or exploitation, and risks resulting from the elimination of, or failure to develop
domestically, the capabilities identified in subsection (c)(iii) of this section - and that are sufficiently likely to
arise so as to require reasonable preparation for their occurrence;
(v) the resilience and capacity of American manufacturing supply chains and the industrial and agricultural
base - whether civilian or defense - of the United States to support national and economic security, emergency
preparedness, and the policy identified in section 1 of this order, in the event any of the contingencies identified in
subsection (c)(iv) of this section occurs, including an assessment of:
(A) the manufacturing or other needed capacities of the United States, including the ability to modernize
to meet future needs; …
(C) supply chains with a single point of failure, single or dual suppliers, or limited resilience …;
(G) current domestic education and manufacturing workforce skills for the relevant sector and
identified gaps, opportunities, and potential best practices in meeting the future workforce needs for the
relevant sector; …
(I) the role of transportation systems in supporting existing supply chains and risks associated with
those transportation systems; …
(ix) specific policy recommendations for ensuring a resilient supply chain for the sector. Such
recommendations may include sustainably reshoring supply chains and developing domestic supplies, cooperating with
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allies and partners to identify alternative supply chains, building redundancy into domestic supply chains, ensuring and
enlarging stockpiles, developing workforce capabilities, enhancing access to financing, expanding research and
development to broaden supply chains, addressing risks due to vulnerabilities in digital products relied on by
supply chains, addressing risks posed by climate change, and any other recommendations; …
(xi) proposals for improving the Government-wide effort to strengthen supply chains, including
proposals for coordinating actions required under this order with ongoing efforts that could be considered
duplicative of the work of this order or with existing Government mechanisms that could be used to implement
this order in a more effective manner. …
Sec. 5. General Review and Recommendations. As soon as practicable following the submission of the reports
required under section 4 of this order, the APNSA and the APEP, in coordination with the heads of appropriate
agencies, shall provide to the President one or more reports reviewing the actions taken over the previous year and
making recommendations concerning:
(a) steps to strengthen the resilience of America’s supply chains;
(b) reforms needed to make supply chain analyses and actions more effective, including statutory, regulatory,
procedural, and institutional design changes. The report shall include recommendations on whether additional
offices, personnel, resources, statistical data, or authorities are needed;
(c) establishment of a quadrennial supply chain review, including processes and timelines regarding ongoing data
gathering and supply chain monitoring;
(d) diplomatic, economic, security, trade policy, informational, and other actions that can successfully engage allies
and partners to strengthen supply chains jointly or in coordination;
(e) insulating supply chain analyses and actions from conflicts of interest, corruption, or the appearance of
impropriety, to ensure integrity and public confidence in supply chain analyses;
(f) reforms to domestic and international trade rules and agreements needed to support supply chain resilience,
security, diversity, and strength;
(g) education and workforce reforms needed to strengthen the domestic industrial base;
(h) steps to ensure that the Government’s supply chain policy supports small businesses, prevents monopolization,
considers climate and other environmental impacts, encourages economic growth in communities of color and
economically distressed areas, and ensures geographic dispersal of economic activity across all regions of the United
States; ….
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14. Appendix C: Data Science-Predictive Intelligence Primer for Agricultural
BCOs and Their 3PLs, Freight Forwarders and Truckers
Vendors and technology startups can make bold product or service claims in describing their version and
vision of data science. Magic buzz words used to impress include Big Data (BD), Artificial Intelligence
(AI), Machine Learning (ML), Predictive Intelligence (PI) and Predictive Analytics (PA). While
technology pitches to customers are made in good faith, they can also be exaggerated.
Do busy agricultural BCOs and shippers, and the 3PLs, freight forwarders and trucking companies they
hire know what these terms are, what data science requires to succeed, and how hard it is to accurately
predict much of anything? For those who don’t, this primer may be helpful.
So what is “data science” in the transportation and logistics context? It’s a term that is used, a lot, and is
often coupled with the above-noted data industry terms - BD, AI, ML, PI, PA.
In short, data science is an interdisciplinary field that incorporates business intelligence, data processing,
and programming, with statistics and mathematics, allowing data practitioners and scientists to draw
meaningful conclusions. Data science relies heavily on algorithms and machine learning (modeling),
using both structured and unstructured data. The goal of data science is to produce actionable insights,
and to do that it builds upon visibility platforms and data already being collected.
In theory, agricultural export and logistics are prime candidates for data science. As the introductory
section to our main report makes clear, agricultural export is, in theory, a data heavy industry. For
example, a single day’s worth of ocean data can produce millions of data points. Truck turn time data for
a single port can also do the same. The number of loaded and empty containers going in and out of ports
has hundreds of thousands if not millions of data points. We are talking about huge potential bundles of
data in the industry.
And through API integration, we also (in theory) have ways of connecting various enterprise systems that
intake and store such data, and pass that information back and forth between logistics stakeholders more
quickly and fluidly than ever before. Data science tries to build and concatenate all of that data together,
and in meaningful ways. Of course, the more people/parties/enterprise systems that are contributing data,
and the more accurate and real-time all of the data is, the better for data science and its users.
If you take a visibility platform, such as Advent eModal, the Wabtec Port Optimizer, or some of the new
startups claiming visibility breakthroughs such as Four Kites, Project 44, Descartes Macropoint or
Trimble, yes, they can probably currently tell you if a container was rolled and did not make it onto a
vessel. However, data science is what tells you is the probability, if your container left right now from
your loading facility in the California Central Valley, that it will be rolled or not rolled by the ocean
carrier, and therefore help you decide if should you even bother loading and sending it out. Data science
can also tell you the probability that the Everport Terminal at the Port of Los Angeles will accept your
empty container delivery at 10:15 am on Tuesday, March 12.
Or consider predicting the risk of our next disruption - what is the probability that COVID 2.0 will shut
down a port or factory in Vietnam in June 2022? What is the probability that 12+ container ships will
arrive the same weekend at San Pedro Bay? What about labor strikes or the next container ship blocking
the Suez Canal – what is the probability these events will impact your cargo departure or arrival? These
are the types of questions data scientists are seeking to answer for different customers right now. This is
really the goal of data science – to move all of the information we have into a descriptive sort of box that
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allows companies at any step in the logistics chain, but also companies or individuals overseeing the
whole supply chain, to make educated data-driven decisions.
Much of data science also focuses on identifying anomalies, and what should be paid attention to and
what should not. There are lots of things in logistics that are functioning at acceptable levels, so we don’t
need to pay attention to those things. Instead, we need to focus precious resources on the main concerns in
the agricultural supply chain. For example, chassis availability and location, ensuring space for loaded
export containers on ocean carriers sailing from Los Angeles to Shanghai, the development of a true onestop platform or button that can be used to challenge inappropriate detention and demurrage charges.
These are examples of areas where data science can take a look for agricultural exporters at what has been
historically happening, and determining better ways to move forward.
But data science also has its limitations. Much of the education that good data scientists do with their
customers is not just what are the specific questions they can answer, but given the data they do have
access to, understanding that they can’t build a model to predict much of anything because there is
insufficient data for their model to learn from.
So it all starts with access to accurate and real-time data, but once you have access to such data, the
questions usually keep rolling in, and you then have to do a lot of work incorporating different types of
data into a structure that allows you to answer unique questions about the data. For example,
incorporating logistics data into financial data or into risk data. That allows you to look at a totally
different picture, which is one of the really powerful tools that data science enables us to do.
Also, for AI, ML, PI, and PA to work you need lots of data and observation points … as in hundreds of
thousands. For example, a general rule of thumb is that at a minimum you need 300,000+ data
points/observations in order to answer a basic logistics question. If you add another question and variable
to the equation, you need another 300,000+ data points. The importance of this is when evaluating
technology vendors making “big data” marketing promises about their product or service, always ask,
“Do you have enough data or access to enough data so that your product will actually deliver?” Also
probe, “Do you have your own data or do rely on other’s data and if so to what extent?”
Finally, there is the question of whether BCOs and shippers, and their 3PLs, freight forwarders and
trucking companies are best suited to do the data science they need in-house or are they better served
hiring outside providers who have that expertise? This can be a difficult question to answer. The first
question is - is there anything else that your company would need or want? Do you already have a
visibility platform and you are just adding data science to it, or do you need a risk platform and a
visibility platform? If you are looking into building an entire suite, then it is probably easier to find a
product that you can plug into and a system that already exists. Other questions to evaluate are - will you
need more data and do you have access to things like ocean, rail and port data? Because once you start
looking at purchasing access to data yourself, that will become expensive. There is also something to be
said for finding data experts who are logistics and export focused, and who know and appreciate
agriculture. If they have experience in these areas, they will recognize when the data they are studying is
behaving oddly and how to start training the models to learn from what they are seeing.
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